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ABSTRACT

Tap dance is an indigenous American art form that not only holds a valuable
presence in the world of entertainment but also boasts an important historical
background. From the slave quarters on plantations to Hollywood’s silver screen, the
development of tap dance mirrors the story of American history. Tap dance must be
preserved because of its cultural significance in American history; likewise, it is
imperative for dancers to understand its development in order to appreciate the art and for
today’s artists to continue the growth and presence of tap dance in America. However,
many dance educators today focus solely on teaching a vocabulary of steps to students
and fail to also impart knowledge of the traditions and significance of tap dance. This
study examines the development of the styles and education of tap dance from both
historical and contemporary perspectives by using traditional research methods as well as
personal experiences of taking dance classes from a variety of instructors, performers,
and choreographers, conversing with other artists, and teaching practice. The collected
information has been analyzed from a pedagogical standpoint in order to develop a tap
dance curriculum with syllabi and lesson plans for students of varying skill levels.
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Dedicated to the late Professor Robert L. Reed and the other tap dance masters who set
the stage for future artists and taught us to respect and cherish the dance.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Billions of audience members have been dazzled by performers donning dance
shoes that double as instruments called tap shoes. Tap dance is a unique genre of dance
because it is not only visually but also audibly stimulating. An artist in this field
essentially works to create his or her own music using four metal plates on a pair of
shoes. This requires the dancer to have finite control of the smallest muscles in the
ankles, feet, and legs, an impeccable sense of rhythm, advanced coordination, an
innovative mind, and countless other skills that are physically and mentally demanding.
Once trained, the dancer then needs artistic skills and knowledge of styles and history to
meet performance needs. For example, a dancer cast in a Broadway musical must know
the movement vocabulary, be technically proficient in the execution, understand the
specific movement style for the show, and be able to artistically reproduce that style on
the stage.
For this reason, the education of a tap dancer must be multi faceted. The general
population’s knowledge of tap dance is based on the famous movie musicals from the
1930s to the 1950s. While these movies represent what is considered the golden age of
tap dance, there are countless more styles of tap dance and a rich history behind it all.
Whether the setting was a Vaudeville stage, Broadway auditorium, movie theatre,
popular nightclub, or even the city sidewalks, tap dancing has always carried American
1

history with it. The value of this indigenous art form is immeasurable. The conception of
tap dance took place on American plantations with African slaves at the helm. Unlike
other theatrical dance genres, technique was not formally taught, but rather shared among
dancers. Yet as with any art form, the training and technique of tap dancing have evolved
over time, and the teaching of a tap dancer now ideally begins at a young age so as to be
able to methodically develop the necessary skills of the art form. Tap dance must be
preserved because of its cultural significance in American history; likewise, it is
imperative for dancers to understand its development in order to appreciate the art and for
today’s artists to continue the growth and presence of tap dance in America.
This study examines the development of selected styles and education of tap
dance from both historical and contemporary perspectives. The collected information has
been analyzed from a pedagogical standpoint in order to develop a tap dance curriculum
with syllabi and lesson plans for students of varying skill levels as well as a
choreographic. Technique classes are taught to prepare the dance student to be able to
perform diverse dance styles on stage. An effective teacher must have a working
knowledge of the history and development of his or her subject. Each genre of dance has
its own unique history and important figures as well as different techniques. In particular
with tap dance, the vocabulary of the steps is almost always related to its creator, location
of its conception, or the sound it makes, for example maxie ford, Buffalo, and shuffle
respectively. Therefore, there is a direct correlation between movement and concepts
taught in class, and the practical application of these on the stage. With the stage as the
goal, studio dance classes help the students work toward this goal, and the lesson plans
direct this path. In order to have a comprehensive understanding of their subject, tap
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dance educators must be well versed in the numerous different styles of this discipline.
For example, one style of tap dance is military tap. Developed during World War I,
military tap uses rhythms with a militant cadence; this quality produced steps such as the
military time step and the infamous flash step called a trench or “pulling trenches.”
In comparison to other theatrical concert dance forms, there is an extremely
miniscule amount of research on tap dance completed and available. This project offers a
resolution to this problem. Furthermore, this research has enabled me to generate my own
lesson plans and choreography inclusive of the rich history and several styles of tap dance
and develop my abilities as a tap dance educator. Many dance studios today do not
emphasize the tap dance portion of their curriculum; most schools focus on the
foundational ballet and popularized jazz and hip-hop styles. If tap dance is included, it is
unlikely that the students learn much, if anything, at all about the history. Instead, dancers
are taught a myriad of steps and the foundation of rhythm and then learn these steps in
different orders as routines for recital or competition performances. This practice passes
on only one layer of the rich tradition of tap dance to the next generation.
In my entrance into my college dance career, I came to realize just how little I
knew about this art form that I have been studying for almost my entire life. I discovered
countless historical figures and styles of dance that could have influenced me at a
younger age. While higher education is designed for such discoveries, the gap seemed far
too wide. This devised curriculum is an effort to close this gap. The goals and lesson
plans have been designed to introduce specific stylized tap dance vocabulary at
appropriate skill levels. The styles have been spread across a range of levels to aid the
students not only becoming aware of the development of tap dance and its variety of
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styles, but also to progressively develop strength, control, and musicality at attainable
levels. The objectives of the lesson plans created in this research project include
traditional curricular goals, such as coordination, articulation of sounds, and vocabulary,
but also emphasize historical knowledge, style, and development of one’s individual
artistic voice.
In order to keep this compelling art form alive and growing, the history and
development must not be forgotten. This research project is an attempt to help preserve
the tradition of tap dance. Chapter Two begins with a discussion on tap dance history.
This section gives a concise background of the art form and its education/training.
Chapter Three provides descriptions and brief histories of the selected styles. Chapter
Four reviews my research. In this section, I describe the knowledge gained by taking
dance classes from a variety of instructors, performers, and choreographers, conversing
with other artists, and personal teaching experience that cannot be discovered through
traditional research in books. Then I present my original curriculum and choreographic
work in Chapter Five. Finally, in Chapter Six, I share the overall conclusions of my
research and observations about tap dance pedagogy.

4

CHAPTER 2

A CONCISE HISTORY OF TAP DANCE

The Development of Tap Dance in America
From the slave quarters on plantations to Hollywood’s silver screen, the
development of tap dance mirrors the story of American history; the very existence of tap
dance reflects the creation of the United States. In short, this dance is the result of the
blending of cultures that was the product of settlements in the New World. As colonists
from around the globe ventured to North America in search of riches and opportunity,
cultures clashed in what is commonly referred to as the melting pot. When countries
began bringing African slaves to the continent to increase their profits, the stage was set
for the formation of a new dance. Yet, to understand the foundation of tap dance, it is
necessary to look at African and Irish dance prior to the colonization of North America.
Tap dance’s greatest influence came from African culture. Like many other
cultural practices, characteristics of African dance differed greatly from those of
European dances. In their book Jazz Dance, authors Marshall and Jean Stearns include a
list of these key characteristics. African movement had a grounded quality, meaning that
it was done with a low center of gravity often using stances with bent knees. Culturally,
the African dances were done as rituals for a wide variety of reasons such as coming of
age ceremonies and worship. This often meant that dances mimicked animals, which was
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another defining characteristic. These rituals also made improvisation and community
important features of African dance. Rather than always being uniform, dancers were free
to move as they wished and explore their own qualities as a dancer. Additionally, the
movement of African dancing radiated from the pelvic region of the body, which
contributed to the feeling of a low center of gravity and often created an explosive energy
in the body. Fundamentally, there is a strong emphasis of rhythm in African dance. The
use of polyrhythms and a swing-like quality are driving forces behind the movement.
Lastly, African dancers were inclined to “gliding, dragging, or shuffling steps” because
of their tradition of dancing directly on the earth with bare feet.1 All of these
characteristics can still be found in tap dancing today.
Characteristics of Irish dance are also prominent in tap dance. Jigs, hornpipes, and
reels all emphasized the element of percussive sounds with the feet. Perhaps the most
drastic difference from African movement was the stiffness of the upper body. While the
feet performed intricate steps and rhythms, the torso was held “virtually motionless.”2 An
erect body was a typical trait of all European dancing and was brought over to North
America by several different cultures. However, the Irish footwork was vital to the
development of tap dance.
These roots set the stage for the development of an original style of dance to be
created in the New World. As immigrants arrived from Ireland and other European
countries and African slaves were brought across the ocean, tap dance and American
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Marshall and Jean Stearns, Jazz Dance (New York: Da Capo Press, 1994),14-15.
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Mark Knowles, Tap Roots: The Early History of Tap Dancing (North Carolina:
McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 2002), 7.
6

history became one. The slave culture ultimately led to the creation of tap dance. Dance
across the African continent was diverse as each cultural group had its own distinct dance
practices. Each group had distinctive beliefs and rituals that varied the types of motions
and body parts it used in dance.3 Africans that were brought to American colonies came
from an array of different tribes. When they were sold as slaves, there was no concern for
keeping tribes or families together, so these African subcultures began to blend.4
Furthermore, African slaves began to incorporate imitations of the European dances to
which they were now exposed, including the Irish jig.
However, dancing became difficult for slaves as slave owners grew fearful of
rebellion. Owners and states began banning many of the African rituals. This included in
most cases the use of drums because owners feared messages were encoded in the
rhythms. Yet, the Africans held on to their culture. They started creating the rhythms to
dance to with makeshift instruments including their own hands and feet, which created
new dance practices. One of the most significant developments of all of this took place in
New Orleans. In order to try and regulate the dance and music of the slaves, the mayor
designated a place called Congo Square, an old Native American sporting field outside of
the city limits, as the location where slaves would be allowed to dance and even use
drums while whites were on duty monitoring the activities. The lively Sunday dances
became a tourist attraction, which in turn exposed countless people to African dancing

Takiyah Nur Amin, “The African Origins of an American Art Form,” in Jazz Dance, ed.
Lindsay Guarino and Wendy Oliver (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014), 37.
3

4

Ibid.
7

who then returned home and told countless more people about what they had witnessed
down in Congo Square.5
With time, African American vernacular style dancing, including tap dance,
developed from the social scene to the entertainment scene. After the War of 1812,
Americans desired to define their own culture. Riots began to break out at theatres as the
average American population rebelled against the high society European style shows.
Audiences threw rotten eggs at British performers, and some riots even had fatalities.6
Performers turned to more ordinary settings and folk sources for material, featuring
characters representing the common and less educated man. This led directly to the
creation of blackface minstrel shows, the most prominent form of American
entertainment for the majority of the nineteenth century. Audiences were drawn to the
theatricalized imitation of African American dances. The term blackface refers to the
practice of white dancers and actors covering their faces with burnt cork to appear more
realistic in their roles as African Americans. In essence, the rise of blackface minstrel
shows marks the true amalgamation of African and European dancing.
The most famous minstrel character was Jumpin’ Jim Crow, which was brought
to life by Thomas “Daddy” Rice. In the 1830s, Rice was working as an actor at Ludlow
and Smith’s Southern Theatre in Louisville, Kentucky, when he overheard one of the
slaves working in the stables singing a catchy tune. The slave was the deformed Jim
Crow with his right shoulder jammed up high and his left leg stiff and twisted at the knee.
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Mark Knowles, Tap Roots: The Early History of Tap Dancing (North Carolina:
McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 2002), 36-37.
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Ibid. 75-76.
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Rice paid old Jim Crow to teach him his song. Then he added a few verses and went on
stage in blackface singing this slave song and imitating Jim Crow’s distorted movements
with shuffling and jigging steps. The audience was absolutely delighted and gave Rice
twenty curtain calls after the first performance. Rice soon became the highest paid
minstrel performer and an international star. Everyone loved to sing the tune of Jim Crow
and mimic the distinctive dance steps, which included the African characteristics of bent
knees, a loose upper body, and nonchalance.7 This new American folk dance was rapidly
gaining popularity.
While it is near impossible to pinpoint the moment of the conception of tap dance,
most scholars credit William Henry Lane, or “Master Juba,” as the first American tap
dancer. Lane was born free around 1825 in Rhode Island. He came to live and work in
the Five Points District of New York. This provided Lane the perfect opportunity to learn
a blended style of African and Irish dancing because this district was known for its low
class population of African Americans and Irish immigrants. Lane started gaining
audience approval at a young age and was only nineteen years old when fellow
professional dancers and audiences deemed him the best dancer. Imitation was an
important part of Lane’s act. He would impersonate other dancers in the circuit before
blowing everyone away with his own steps. The last person he imitated was always John
Diamond, who was considered to be the only other dancer that could compare to Lane.
This rivalry led to several formal competitions. At the time, such competitions were ruled
by three judges. One judge sat on the stage to record timing and rhythmical accuracy. A

7

Ibid. 78-82.
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second judge was in the orchestra pit to evaluate style, and a third judge remained under
the stage to assess the execution of steps. Afterwards, all three judges compared their
evaluations and declared a winner.8 In all but one account, Lane claimed victory over
Diamond. Lane became internationally famous for the rhythms he created with his feet
and earned the title of America’s first tap dancer.
As the popularity of minstrel shows began to decline, vaudeville took the stage.
One of the most pertinent catalysts of this shift was the inclusion of women in theatre.
Minstrel shows were traditionally comprised of all male casts. As costs and the desire for
variety shows began to rise, minstrel theatres either went out of business or lost touch
with its traditions by trying to compete with other new attractions. The entertainment
focus soon shifted to vaudeville.
The term vaudeville was first used in the 1880s, and scholars have credited Tony
Pastor for being the first to produce this type of show. In 1881, Pastor owned a theatre in
New York and created a variety show that was family friendly. Until then, most variety
show audiences consisted almost entirely of men. However, Pastor forbade his
performers to use profanity or obscene gestures and prohibited smoking and alcohol in
the theatre. This tactic proved to be a road to success. Eventually, he started attracting
even more female patrons by offering giveaways and prizes at the doors such as hams,
sewing machines, and dresses.9 Men, women, and children alike flocked to see
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Ibid. 88-89.
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Ibid. 135-136.
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musicians, acrobats, comedians, and dancers perform. Other vaudeville theatres quickly
formed as variety shows took center stage.
Dancing continued to develop along with the theatres. Jig dancing gave way to
two other types of rhythmical footsteps, the buck and wing and soft shoe. Buck and wing
dancers wore wooden-soled shoes that produced a loud volume. Conversely, soft shoe
dancers wore shoes with a soft sole that facilitated more graceful movement and delicate
rhythms. Vaudeville presented a perfect climate for dancers to explore their creativity as
they tried to compete with not only other dancers but also a wide array of acts. During
this time, dancers attempted to outdo each other by performing while playing
instruments, completing costume changes on stage, and incorporating acrobatics or props
such as stairs. It was on the vaudeville stage that tap dance began to take shape into the
form that we recognize today.10
Tap dance continued to develop with the technology of the twentieth century. The
production of the first film accompanied with sound in 1927 created a new platform for
tap dancers. When the stock markets crashed in 1929, and America entered the Great
Depression, people looked for escapes from their difficult situations. One of the most
popular was the movie musical. Studios such as Metro Goldwyn Mayer began producing
several highly extravagant movies featuring singing and dancing. Audiences were
awestruck by such stars as Judy Garland, Bette Davis, Rita Hayworth, James Cagney,
Clark Gable, and many more. Furthermore, these films were the glory days for tap
dancers. Names like Gene Kelly, the Nicholas Brothers, Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers,
Ruby Keeler, Vera Ellen, Eleanor Powell, and many others were known to the general

10

Ibid. 136.
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public because of their roles in films such as Singin’ in the Rain, Top Hat, 42nd Street,
and White Christmas to name a few. Tap dance experienced the golden years with
Hollywood popularizing this dance form across the nation. This created a place for tap
dance in dancing schools. Girls dreamed of becoming a famous dancer in one of those
extravagant shows on Broadway or in the movies, and enrollment in tap dance classes
increased. While most did not go on to be famous, this was a crucial development in tap
dance that helped it avoid extinction.
This American style of dance maintained a strong presence in the entertainment
industry for many decades with minstrel shows, vaudeville, Broadway, and movie
musicals. Unfortunately, with the popularization of bebop and rock music in the late
1950s and 1960s, tap dance became much less prominent. High expenses contributed to
the decline of musicals both on Broadway and in Hollywood. Production companies
could not afford such extravagant shows as America’s pop culture shifted. In the tension
of the Cold War, people placed importance upon intellectual standards, and tap dance did
not fit this category. Additionally, the trending music in this era, rock, was not conducive
to the art form. There was simply too much competing sound in the music for tap dancers
to be able to create their rhythms.11
Luckily, some of the top artists in the 1970s and 1980s worked to essentially
bring tap dance back to life by creating movie documentaries, festivals, and new stage
shows that featured the dance genre. Tap dance never completely disappeared. Classes
were still taught in dance schools, and the masters still jammed, taught, and found work.
Most of these tap dance greats mentored individual students. These students who became
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Mindy, Aloff, “Hot Eire,” New Republic, June 1997.
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the protégés of these various artists also played a vital role in the preservation of tap
dance. This new generation of tap dancers served as the link between many of tap dance’s
most influential figures and the future of tap dance. Dancers such as Gregory Hines,
Brenda Buffalino, and Savion Glover learned from some of tap dance’s most esteemed
artists, rose to fame, and advocated for the then lost art.
As tap dance progressed in this era, ensembles were formed that functioned as
orchestras touring and performing for audiences all over the country and the world.
Performances transitioned to proscenium stages and evolved from short routines in shows
for basic entertainment, into full-length formal dance concerts. This was a brand new
revelation for the art. With the development of hip hop music, tap dance evolved again.
Dancers focused less on the performance quality as they delivered the steps and rather
fixated on complicated and incredibly fast rhythm patterns designed to awe the audience
members. Most performers were not caressing the floor with their tap shoes anymore.
The dancers harshly pounded into the floor giving the performance a raw quality in which
one could easily identify the African roots.
Though, there was never one style of tap dance being performed. As the art form
evolved, people still practiced the earlier styles of tap dance, and the masters held on to
their practices. The rich cultural evolution of this art has fortunately been maintained over
the years. While naturally certain dances are lost in time or the names of steps change
slightly, stories and practices have been handed down through generations almost entirely
verbally. With this vibrant history, it is clear why tap dance is an American art form as
well as why it is imperative to continue the tradition of tap dance.

13

Tap Dance Education
This unique progression produced a distinctive learning environment and studentteacher relationship. Unlike other theatrical dance genres, tap dance technique was not
formally taught in its early development, but rather shared among dancers. Instead of
being in a class with a teacher training students how to do steps, dancers learned by
watching one another, stealing steps, and then making them their own. Leonard Reed,
one of the prominent vaudeville tap dancers from the 1930s, fondly recalls, “All the
dancers would hang out, and they would trade ideas. That was affectionately called
‘stealin’ steps.’ Everybody did it. That’s how you learned. You would do something, and
you’d say to the other dancers, ‘You trying’ to steal it? Alright, do it!’ … And they’d try
it. Of course, when they did it, it was slightly different. But that’s how it was. Everybody
was always showin’ steps and trying to steal steps. It was an amazing time.”12 This type
of learning created a very tightknit community of dancers. Still today, tap dancers are
always welcoming of anyone willing to put on a pair of tap shoes and try regardless of
age, ability, style, or anything else. Tap dancers are simply happy to share their craft with
others.
The practice of stealing steps is also the reason why there is such a plethora of
different styles. Dancers stole steps and also made them their own by adding their own
flair to how it was executed. Ernest “Brownie” Brown, one of the most notable tap
dancers of the early twentieth century, remembers being told, “Don’t do it the way I do it.
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Rusty E. Frank, Tap! The Greatest Tap Dance Stars and their Stories, 1900-1955 (New
York: Da Capo Press, 1994), 42.
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Do it the way you do it.”13 Tap dancers were known as hoofers, class acts, flash acts,
acrobatics, legomaniacs, comedians, jazz tappers, soft shoe dancers, or any combination
of these styles, which connected to the pop culture of a specific area. Accomplished tap
dancer Anita Feldman wrote in the introduction to her book Inside Tap, “It has as many
styles as there are tap dancers.”14
One of the reasons that it is so important for dancers to understand the
development of tap dance is because the steps themselves are often named after the
person who created it, where it was created, the sound it makes, or a historical event of
the time. Respectively, examples include the Bartlett break, shuffle off to Buffalo, flap,
and pulling trenches, a flash step that was created during World War I and imitated
soldiers.15 Additionally, many tap dance steps have multiple names. For example, a
closed third is also called a slurp. Unlike ballet, which was formally codified hundreds of
years ago, tap dance vocabulary has been passed down almost entirely verbally. When
dancers gather from all over the country or globe, teachers usually list a few different
names with a step to make sure that a majority of the dancers understand.
While stealing steps was the most common way to learn to tap dance, young
dancers also formed strong bonds with tap greats in the form of mentorships. In the times
of minstrel and vaudeville shows, talented young dancers joined the touring circuits and
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Kalisha Buckhanon, “Passin’ It On,” On Tap 16, no. 3 (Winter 2005), 26.
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Anita Feldman, Inside Tap (New Jersey: Princeton Book Company, Publishers, 1996),
IV.
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Beverly Fletcher, Tapworks: A Tap Dictionary and Reference Manual (New Jersey:
Princeton Book Company, Publishers, 2002), 50, 82, 130, 155.
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became friends with the established performers who would then take these dancers under
their wings. The great masters that created tap dance verbally passed down their skills
and knowledge to these younger dancers who eventually passed it down to their own
students and on and on. Cultural sociologist, Doctor Donna-Marie Peters conducted a
study of this phenomenon and wrote an article titled “Passing On: The Old
Head/Younger Dancer Mentoring Relationship in the Cultural Sphere of Rhythm Tap.”
In this article, she quotes another professor who describes the old head role “… as a
surrogate father, an agent of the wider society, a mentor, and a role model … [whose]
functions were to teach, support, encourage, and in effect socialize young men to meet
their responsibilities regarding work, family, the law, and common decency.”16
These mentoring relationships not only allow dancers to share the history and
technique of tap dance but also pass on the passion of the craft. In 2005, the International
Tap Association’s (ITA) journal On Tap featured an interview with Brownie Brown and
his mentee Reggio McLaughlin. When asked about the significance of his relationship
with Brownie and the differences in tap dancers today, McLaughlin expressed his
concern of the lack of tradition being kept alive. Brownie was able to convey the heart of
the dance while teaching because he lived it. Now, dancers are so eager to be able to do
tricks that they tend to focus on the flash of the dance rather than taking the time to learn
the basics and the history of what makes tap dance exceptional. “They’re taking
shortcuts,” said McLaughlin, “skipping the value of what really gives the dance the

Donna-Marie Peters, “Passing On: The Old Head/Younger Dancer Mentoring
Relationship in the Cultural Sphere of Rhythm Tap,” The Western Journal of Black
Studies 34, no. 4 (2010) : 439.
16
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meaning…”17 Of course, the founders of tap dance will not be around forever. Many of
them have already passed away, and the tap community suffers more losses with each
passing year. In order to keep this compelling art form alive and growing, the history and
development must not be forgotten.
During the 1960s, artists started including tap dance artists as faculty members to
teach at dance festivals that had been established for other dance genres. In 1985,
National Endowment for the Arts Dance Program Director Sali Ann Kriegsman had to
cancel her plans for a four-year exhibition of tap dance at the National Museum of
History. A lack of profit had resulted in the dismantling of the Division of Performing
Arts in the previous year. As an alternative, dance educator and founder of the Colorado
Dance Festival Marda Kirn suggested that they hold a tap dance festival in Colorado,
which is exactly what happened. “Fascinating Rhythms” took place for two weeks in
Colorado in June of 1986. Tap dancers came together to participate in classes, panel
discussions, performances, and more. The significance of this event is echoed in the
aftermath. Several more tap dance festival were founded in places such as Boston,
Houston, Chicago, St. Louis, Los Angeles, and many other cities.18 Influential tappers
such as Leticia Jay, Jane Goldberg, and Brenda Bufalino started entire festivals devoted
to tap dance and created film documentaries of the founding fathers.19
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This time period is known as the tap dance renaissance. The tap dance community
was forming as a group once more. People that were isolated with few opportunities
could now find local or regional festivals to attend and learn from some of the best
teachers. People were making films, lecturing, and writing about tap dance, which began
the long overdue process of documenting its development.
In addition, technology offers an entirely different library of resources for
dancers. The ability to simply go online and search for videos of tap dancers offers a
wonderful education in the style and rhythm of tap dance virtually for free. Though in
comparison to other theatrical concert dance forms, there is an extremely miniscule
amount of research on tap dance completed and available, which is not a new concern. In
1993, Jane Goldberg wrote an article for ITA’s journal about the issues associated with
writing about tap dance. She acknowledges the challenge of writing about music that is
created with feet and also incorporates movement style, and urges writers to continue
documenting how tap dance is continuing to develop.20
Since the revival of tap dance, an incredible amount of extraordinarily talented tap
dancers have risen to the occasion of keeping this art alive. Some dancers are reminiscent
of the class acts from the beginning of the twentieth century; others, such as Chloe and
Maud Arnold, have blended tap dance with the hip hop style of dance and music today
creating their own style. Another conversation transcribed by ITA took place between
founding father Jimmy Slyde and a group of dancers from the younger generation in
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1999. In this dialogue, they discussed the role of people like Jimmy Slyde and the future
of tap dance. Nathalie Ardillez summed it up in the following:
It is different for you than it is for us. You were the pioneers and maybe it was a
lot of work (in the shadows) to lay the foundations. Now, the foundations are laid.
You sowed the seeds, and grew many “tap babies.” I think it’s easier now for us
to continue in the light because you did all the groundwork… It is still our
passion, our lives. Now people must discover what you did and it’s our role to
continue, so people will know the story.21
Tap dance is only a few generations old, and artists in this field carry a great
respect for those that came before them. History is preserved in dances such as the Shim
Sham Shimmy, a dance that consists of four eight-measure steps that is still done by all
participants at the closing of tap dance shows. This rich heritage is important to American
history and has endless contributions to the culture of the United States. At the same
time, Jane Goldberg warns the tap community to not become stuck in the revival of tap,
constantly looking back and not pushing it forward. She cautions that if this happens
“…it will always stay revived, coming back, never here.”22 Tap dance educators and
artists must dutifully preserve this art form by ensuring that the new dancers learn and
understand its history and development then continue to grow the dance in today’s
society.
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CHAPTER 3

DESCRIPTIONS OF SELECTED STYLES

Military Tap Dance
The style of military tap dance culminated during World War I. During the war,
performers volunteered to dance for the troops to boost morale, often presenting routines
that reflected their military environment. This was achieved by dancing with precision
and clean, clear sounds. Dancers maintained a militant cadence to music with 2/4, 4/4, or
6/8 time signatures and kept symmetry and uniformity in their formations and the use of
the upper body, resembling a unit of soldiers in an army.
The development of the famous trench flash step is credited to this style. To
“pull” a trench, a dancer stands on one leg and extends the other behind him with a
straight knee then slides on the outside of his standing foot and replaces it with the leg
that was extended behind him. The torso is pitched forward to counter balance the leg
behind the body, and the arm opposite of the leg in back reaches forward. There are many
stylistic variations of this basic form, such as touching the opposite hand to the floor, but
the basic action remains the same. The step is named a trench because of its mimicry of a
soldier trying to stay low as he runs through a trench in battle.23
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Like military drills, performances of this style of tap dance still use square
phrasing and emphasize precision and uniformity among the dancers. To remain
consistent with the military theme, dancers wear costumes resembling military uniforms
and dance to patriotic songs such as “ United Forces March” and “You’re a Grand Old
Flag.” The shape of the upper body movement is minimal. Often, dancers’ hands will be
on their hips, straight down against their legs, or in a salute. Common steps in military
tap dances include cramproll, stamp, pivot turn, and the trench. This style can easily be
simplified or complicated depending on the skill level of the dancers. Sequencing is
typically fairly simple since most steps will be done an even number of times and often in
repeating patterns. However, the individual steps themselves can be manipulated by
adding an extra heel drop or changing a step into a flap so that this style can be adapted
to a wide range of ages and skill levels while still maintaining the patriotic tradition from
which the style developed.

Fig. 1.1 Rhumboogie Chorus Line (c. 1940) (Atkins and Malone). A chorus line of
dancers stand at attention
21

Broadway Tap Dance
Tap dance on Broadway in the early twentieth century showcased the art form’s
sheer entertainment value. In 1921, the musical Shuffle Along opened in New York City.
Although tap dance is almost never referenced in the written documentation of the show,
it played an integral part. The dancers performed several tap dance steps in the
choreography such as shuffles, flaps, trenches, and over the tops.24 Jazz music propelled
the dancers with playful rhythms, and the Broadway stage was never the same.
To date, tap dancing in Broadway shows emphasizes the poise of the dancers. The
rhythms of the feet may sometimes be simple but are almost always accompanied by
dynamic upper body choreography. In general, it is typical for a tap dancer to simply
allow the upper body to move naturally while focusing on the execution of the feet.
However, choreographers on Broadway usually set specific arm movements for the
dancers that visually enhance the auditory component of the choreography.
Similar to ballet, the arms and torso are usually used to create beautiful long lines.
Tap dancers on Broadway are often poised with an erect spine, slightly lifted chin, and
extended arms. However, this style also integrates jazz dance vocabulary adding more
diversity in the choreography. The performance energy and design is projected outward
toward the audience for visual entertainment. Tap dance steps frequently seen on a
Broadway stage include various time steps, bombershay, waltz clog, maxie ford, and, of
course, the Broadway, as well as a variety of turns, kicks, and jumps taught in other
genres of dance.
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This challenges the dancer to truly be able to simultaneously focus on the
footwork of the tap dance steps and the coordination of the upper body at all times.
Naturally, costuming depends on the specific Broadway show. Tap dances on Broadway
are traditionally large, high-energy, exciting numbers with a full stage of dancers and
sometimes extravagant and glitzy props or sets. These types of productions can be seen in
shows such as 42nd Street and Anything Goes. On the other hand, the entire show Dames
at Sea is performed by a tiny cast of six members yet still fills the theatre with
excitement. No matter the setting or number of dancers, when well composed, the blend
of choreographic elements from multiple dance genres thrills audience members night
after night.

Fig. 1.2 Shuffle Along (Hill 72). Dancers in the original 1921 Broadway production of
Shuffle Along
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Fig. 1.3
Street

42nd Street (Hill 118). Ruby Keeler and fellow cast mates on the set of 42nd

Fig. 1.4 The Band Wagon (Hill 194). “Cyd Charisse and Fred Astaire in the “Girl Hunt
Ballet” in The Band Wagon, MGM, 1953”
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Soft Shoe
Soft shoe tap dancing has been described for decades as picture dancing.
Traditionally danced to a slow 4/4 piece of music, the soft shoe is recognizable for its
graceful quality that encompasses the entire body. This style developed during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. At this time, performers such as John Durang and
William Newcomb were blending the Irish jig, English clog, and African shuffle.25 As the
name suggests, the sounds created are soft and often a result of brushing, sliding, or
scraping movements. Common steps found within this type of tap routine include shuffles
and a variety of essences that allow dancers to utilize the entire performance space.
With an elegant posture, soft shoe dancers gaze over the audience as they sweep
across the stage. The arms are usually held lightly to the sides with a bend at the elbow
and sway easily or lift as if suddenly caught in a breeze. Traditionally, soft shoe tap
dancers are well-dressed in a long dress or suit and tie as they glide in literally soft shoes
without any metal taps. This light quality is reflected in the music, which is often a slow
triple meter piece that is gentle and smooth. Additionally, this style is sometimes referred
to as a sand dance if the dancer is performing on top of sand, which enhances the sound
of scrapes, shuffles, and drags because of the texture.
This style of tap dance is challenging because it demands control. A dancer
performing a soft shoe piece must have a clear understanding of rhythm and impeccable
timing. Often dance teachers will say that it is easy to rush through a step and do it
quickly, but to be able to slow a step down and remain in control and on time is the mark
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of a true technician. Furthermore, to keep the sounds light, most steps are performed with
the weight in the balls of the feet and the heels slightly off of the floor. This requires an
acute sense of balance and agile feet. Of course, it is necessary for the dancer to present
himself or herself with grace and ease while executing the difficult footwork, otherwise
the dancer loses the entire performance quality of the soft shoe and could simply be doing
any generic tap dance. For these reasons, it often takes students years of practice and
development of strength to acquire the precision necessary to perform a soft shoe tap
dance.
George Primrose is credited as a master soft shoe dancer. Performing from 1867
to 1919, Primrose awed audiences with his pristine character and refined dancing. He was
introduced as “the greatest softshoe dancer in the world” when he performed. Fellow
performer Harland Dixon described him as “… the greatest stylist of them all – not
necessarily the greatest technician – with the finest Soft Shoe I ever saw in my life.”26
Performers in this style have also been described as class acts. Honi Coles and
Charles “Cholly” Atkins exemplified the class act. In the 1940s, this pair danced what is
credited as tap dance’s slowest soft shoe to “Taking a Chance on Love” in an adagio
tempo. Marshall Stearns said they danced it “as if it would never reach the second note of
the melody.”27 To this day, this performance is remembered, and the soft shoe is highly
regarded among tap dancers as one of the oldest forms of this art form.
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Fig. 1.5 Class Act (Atkins and Malone). “The classiest of class acts, Coles and Atkins,
on stage (1948)”

Fig. 1.6 Broadway Melody of 1940 (Hill 130). Eleanor Powell and Fred Astaire in
rehearsal for “Begin the Beguine”
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Rhythm Tap Dance
John Bubbles is attributed as the father of rhythm tap dance because of his
manipulation of rhythms and heel and toe work that became the defining characteristics
of this style. While Bill “Bojangles” Robinson is credited for bringing tap dance up on
the balls of the feet, Bubbles is known for dropping it back in the heels. His complex
rhythm patterns were distinguished by his use of punching his heels heavily into the floor
to create accents, which contrasted the typical brushing and shuffling steps of earlier tap
dance. Bubbles also started striking his toes behind him and clicking them together,
which enhanced the dynamics of the sounds he created to the jazz and swing music of the
1920s through the 1940s. He utilized all of these sounds to create exciting syncopation
and accents throughout his dancing. Additionally, he disregarded the traditional four bar
phrase and instead created patterns that extended beyond the natural musical phrase.28
One of the great tap dancers most influenced by Bubbles was Eleanor Powell.
Dressed in costumes from a top hat and tails to a bikini top and grass skirt, Powell took
Broadway and Hollywood by storm in the 1930s and 1940s. Combining ballet,
acrobatics, and tap dance, she would perform complex tap rhythms, execute a back
walkover, and throw herself into a series of rapid turns to finish. Like Bubbles, Powell’s
phrasing stretched beyond the typical eight bar phrase with a two bar break.29 Her fame
helped bring rhythm tap to wide audiences and preserve the legacy.
Rhythm tap dance today still maintains these characteristics. It is common to see
rhythm tap dancers either dressed formally in a short dress or pantsuit or dressed casually
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in jeans and a t-shirt. Either way, the quality of the dancing remains the same. Rhythm
tap dance consists of intricate footwork with extended musical phrasing, complex
patterns, and syncopated heel drops. A few steps commonly seen in this style include
paradiddle, crawl, rhythm turn, and closed third. It is typical for dancers to have freedom
to do what they wish or what feels natural with their upper bodies, although this usually
does mean trying to maintain a sense of ease while the feet move rapidly. Traditionally,
rhythm tap dance has been performed to jazz or swing music, yet, like costuming, it is not
uncommon for this style to be performed to modern music as well.
Rhythm tap dance requires students to have finite muscle control and an advanced
understanding of rhythm itself. The intricate work of the heels and toes as well as more
advanced tap dance steps demands dancers to have supple ankle control and be able to
utilize muscle memory in order to execute steps at a fast tempo. Additionally, whether an
individual learns by using counts or sound effects, he or she must be able to perform
complex rhythms with rolling patterns and syncopation. Being able to combine all of
these advanced skills at once generates the excitement of rhythm tap dance, which has
sustained its popularity for decades.

Fig. 1.7

Challenge (Hill 246). A snapshot of the challenge scene in the film Tap
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Fig. 1.8 Hoofing (Hill 287). “A classic capturing of Bunny Briggs and his close-to-thefloor hoofing, 1999”

Fig. 1.9

Buck and Bubbles (Stearns). Buck and Bubbles performing in Varsity Show
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Contemporary Tap Dance
Over the last few decades, tap dance has begun to gain recognition for more than
its entertainment value, and choreography is being done to feature tap dancers’ individual
artistic voices. While contemporary tap dance continues its tradition as pure
entertainment, it has also evolved to use tap dance to convey a message to the audience.
This style of tap dance blends the comprehensive tap dance vocabulary with movement
from ballet, jazz, and modern dance, in effect forming a new type of tap dance; this
reflects the fusion of dance genres that defines all contemporary dance styles today.
Performed to a variety of modern-day and earlier music, the dynamics of this style
can range from a contemporary modern/jazz fusion that grooves to a velvety acoustic
piece of music to a hard-hitting explosive mix with hip-hop dance and an upbeat pop
song. Costuming is often casual wear but can also be flashy sometimes. The blend of
vocabulary from other dance genres includes more than just the basic kick, turn, or jump,
including more stylized movement that is not unison as well as body floor work and a
more intricate design of the upper body. This style of tap dance really pushes students to
explore their own artistic voices and make more creative choices with their upper bodies.
There are a wide variety of concert tap dance companies that now exist in the
United States and abroad. Companies such as the American Tap Dance Orchestra,
Chicago Tap Theatre, and Tapestry Dance Company are committed to preserving tap
dance history as well as continuing its evolution as an art form. These companies produce
formal concerts devoted to the art of tap dance and its storytelling abilities. Furthermore,
the advancement of technology has effectively made tap dance more accessible to the
general public. Websites like YouTube provide access for anyone to go online and watch
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videos of what tap dance looks like today as well as the great artists of past generations.
Also, shows such as So You Think You Can Dance has brought contemporary tap dancers
into the homes of millions of viewers.
In this age of instant access, artists are pushing its boundaries. While it is still
respected for its entertainment value in show business on Broadway, in movies, and in
companies, it is also developing a cultivated artistic voice. The potential growth for this
art form is unlimited as long as the history is not forgotten and artists fearlessly carry this
dance into the future.

Fig. 1.10

Brenda Buffalino (Feldman 193)
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Fig. 1.11

Savion Glover (Hill 340)
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CHAPTER 4

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

As with any performing art, there is a limit to what can be learned second hand
via text or video. Tap dance is a movement-based art that requires personal experiences
and face-to-face interactions with teachers in order to reach one’s full potential.
Additionally, living far away from a large city restricts what types of these experiences
and interactions one can find. However, annual festivals such as the St. Louis Tap
Festival and Big Apple Tap Festival provide opportunities for people from all around the
world to gather to take class from master faculty, discuss pertinent topics in the field, and
showcase their choreographic work.
My dance training began at age three when my parents enrolled me in lessons at a
local dance studio. I grew up studying at this school and over time went from taking one
tap dance class a week to taking two or three classes in tap dance weekly. My studies
continued in college as I enrolled in a tap dance class every semester. While I have
remained persistently active in the field, I have been limited in with whom I train due to
attending a school with few dance faculty members in a relatively rural area. Fortunately,
with aid from the Western Kentucky University Office of Research, I have been able to
attend these festivals to gain personal experience in multiple styles of tap dance from
diverse faculty. As each teacher delivers his or her class differently, participants gain
exposure to an array
34

of tap dance styles and teaching methods. After having such a wide variety of classes
with a plethora of teachers, I reflected on what lessons each individual instructor offered,
their unique pedagogical approaches, and the piece of tap dance’s history to which each
related.
Dianne Walker began tap dancing as a mature woman after she was invited to
attend class at Leon Collins’ studio in Boston in 1978. She became his protégé, studying
and working with him for several years as she developed her own artistry. Crowned with
the nickname “Lady Di,” Walker had a successful career as a soloist performing with true
elegance and rhythmic accuracy. She could beat out the most complex rhythms with her
feet while maintaining a refined cool demeanor with the rest of her body. She became
known as an important transitional figure that studied with some of the “forgotten black
mothers of tap” and went on to mentor and teach the next generation of dancers.30
This connection to history was apparent in the way that Walker delivered her
class at the Big Apple Tap Festival. She carried herself with poise and spoke with
wisdom during the entire lesson. From the beginning of her class, Walker emphasized the
importance of accurate timing in tap dance. Most tap dance instructors agree that dancing
at a slow tempo is more difficult than dancing at a fast tempo, because it requires
muscular control and a keen ear for rhythm. Walker used her class time to teach a soft
shoe combination, which, suitable to the style, was set to a slow tempo. Throughout class,
students were constantly urged to be mindful of the tempo and to “find the groove.”
Walker proclaimed that tap dance’s “biggest sin” is not being on time. Every time she
started the music she insisted every student “snap it in” by snapping their fingers on the
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beat until it was time for the first step. Walker explained that she uses this technique to
force students to listen carefully to the music and be “in it” from the first beat. She
pressed that tap dancers always have to be ready to begin their performances and that it is
the musical introduction that allows dancers to prepare.
As she guided the students through the combination, she peppered the discussion
with anecdotes about some of tap dance’s most influential artists. This soft shoe began
with a simple series of walks and a riff first to the right and then to left inviting the
students to wander to either side of the room. Walker directed the students with her voice
by singing in the syncopated rhythm of the steps, “First you walk to here, and then you
walk to there…” However, the class was not travelling enough, so she shared with the
class what Cholly Atkins always said to his students, “If you’re already in Cleveland,
then you can’t go to Cleveland. Take your buns with you!” In other words, she wanted
the students to allow the tap steps to travel across the floor and to carry the upper body
over the legs rather than staying in one small area or letting the feet get away from the
rest of the body. Whenever Walker shared these types of stories, she personified
whomever she was talking about, often making the students feel like they were in a 1930s
dance hall speaking to the old dance masters themselves. This type of experience fostered
a new appreciation for the early tap dance culture and a deeper respect for the dance.
Avi Miller and Ofer Ben are also considered transitional tap dance figures. They
too studied with some of the most historic tap dancers and now teach the new generation.
Students flock to their classes not only for the promise of developing their skill but also
for the entertainment value. These two partners are notorious for the comedic yet
informative way they conduct their classes. Miller and Ben take turns conducting the
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class each making a myriad of jokes, often at a student’s expense. Chances are that
anyone who takes their class more than once will hear these jokes repeated, but they
somehow remain just as funny as the first time. For example, any student that enters the
classroom after a lesson has begun will surely be called upon and told that anyone who
shows up late is required to bring donuts for everyone. This upbeat amusement keeps the
class motivated and engaged at all times.
Generally, Miller and Ben deliver their material in a call and response format,
meaning one of them will do a short step, and the class will attempt to repeat it back to
them. This is an excellent teaching tool that helps develop many skills. Students must
listen not only for the rhythm but also for the type of sound being made in order to
deduce what part of the shoe was used and which steps were performed. Still, students
are expected to respond instantaneously. The same step is repeated back and forth until a
majority of the students have the step. Depending on how long or complex the step is,
this takes anywhere from one to ten or more cycles. Often Miller and Ben will slow down
or even stop to speak and explain the step if need be. However, the call and response
technique adds an extra challenge to the class material that is extremely beneficial for the
students’ development of listening.
Miller and Ben perform as a true class act, which carries over into their lesson
material. On stage, they dress in tuxedos that usually have shimmering red and green
jackets. Often they also fulfill the roles of emcees of the show delivering their comedic
banter to the audience in between each act. After introducing themselves, they tap a clean
and clear piece that incorporates both the heel and toe work of rhythm tap dance and the
upper body presentation of the Broadway style. They dance almost always in unison
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allowing the dynamic rhythms to roll from their feet with ease. To watch them perform
seems like travelling through time to the early 1900s when tap dance was celebrated for
its authentic entertainment. In class, Miller and Ben often teach segments of their routines
giving students the opportunity to recreate a class act in the twenty-first century. They
always announce to their students that they have two rules for their classes. Rule number
one is to fake it, or pretend to do the choreography even if a student is unable to, and the
second rule is to “move your tuchus,” or bottom. While this generates a laugh, they
further explain the importance of allowing the hips to move freely to facilitate the
complicated movements of the legs and feet. This is just one example of how Miller and
Ben’s humorous teaching style invariably provides a joyous learning experience without
sacrificing any hard work or true development of skill.
Similarly to Lady Di, Karen Callaway Williams carries herself with grace
wherever she goes and insists on being addressed as Ms. Karen. She enjoyed a successful
tap dance career on Broadway and as a soloist performer. Ms. Karen brings high energy
to the stage and always delivers genuine artistry to the audience while maintaining her
classy demeanor. Tap dancing in high heels never prevents her from articulating clear,
crisp sounds with flawless rhythmical accuracy and a coy smile. Ms. Karen is now a
master teacher, choreographer, and author of three children’s books.
At all times inside and outside of the studio, she remains poised in such a way that
commands respect. In a festival setting, the classroom is often crowded, and younger
students tend to become boisterous taking classes all day. However, Ms. Karen was able
to maintain complete control of her classroom without once raising her voice. When she
spoke, she used a moderate volume rather than filling the room with her voice, forcing
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students to remain quiet and attentive in order to not miss directions. Instead of directing
students by just telling them what to do, she would politely say, “Please show me that
step and then repeat it starting on the left,” or, “Please show me that again.” Ms. Karen
demonstrated to her students how she expected the students to treat her by treating them
in the same way.
During her visit to the Western Kentucky University Dance Program, Ms. Karen
set a piece of her choreography on the WKU Dance Company. The piece she taught was
“It Don’t Mean a Thing If It Ain’t Got That Swing.” This dance began with a deceitfully
slow tempo and easy soft shoe choreography gradually adding in dancers. Then with a
great trumpet blast, the dancers exploded into upbeat Broadway style dancing. Ms. Karen
demanded high-energy performance from her dancers at all times. The fast footwork was
complimented by stylized arm and torso choreography. These upper body movements
varied from a delicate float of the arms and slight turn of the chin to sharp angular arm
positions that highlighted the accented steps. All six dancers performed in unison until
the bridge of the music when the female dancers performed a series of trenches and over
the tops as the male dancer bent to the floor to execute coffee-grinders. This built the
energy up to a rapid solo section that was met with applause at each performance. The
rest of the dancers came back on to perform the final chorus in unison before striking the
ending pose.
In both class and rehearsal, Ms. Karen urged all of her students to strive for clean,
clear sounds and impeccable timing. Additionally, she constantly stressed the importance
of tap dance as a form of entertainment. She expected students to perform from the tips of
their ponytails to the tips of their fingers to the tips of their toes. Attention to detail was
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not only in the feet but also in the entire upper body. It is through this emphasis that Ms.
Karen trains dancers to be ready to command the stage with flawless rhythms of the feet
and stage presence.
Two of today’s other leading ladies in tap are the Arnold sisters, Chloe and Maud.
While they too perform with their whole bodies, their style is distinctly different than that
of Ms. Karen. These sisters are successfully pioneering the fusion of tap dance with
today’s pop culture. Chloe formed the group Chloe Arnold’s Syncopated Ladies that
quickly rose to fame on the Internet. A majority of the general audience may have seen
them in one of their viral online videos, which can be found on their official website and
YouTube.31 Since 2012, this tap dance band has consisted of five to six ladies, including
Chloe and Maud, who blend hip-hop with tap dance. Periodically, they have released
professional videos of Chloe’s choreography to hit pop songs. These ladies perform
intricate high tempo tap rhythms with the feminine style of hip-hop dance that is popular
in today’s social scene and commercial dance. This fusion naturally attracts a young
audience. The Syncopated Ladies have performed internationally in sold out shows and
have been featured on the popular dance television show So You Think You Can Dance.
Chloe and Maud both bring this lively performance energy to the classes that they
teach. Whether teaching together or separately, both sisters emphasize the importance of
teamwork in class. They use a challenging yet enjoyable exercise to highlight this lesson.
To conclude the warm-up at the Big Apple Tap Festival, the sisters told the class to make
a circle. The challenge was simply to follow along and do cramprolls for an entire song.

Chloe Arnold, “Formation,” Chloé Arnold’s Syncopated Ladies,
http://www.syncopatedladies.com/.
31
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However, when done at a very fast tempo for an extended period of time, this step
becomes comparable to running on a treadmill or up stairs and can be exhausting. The
point of being in a circle was to watch one another. If at any moment a student saw
someone stop, they were instructed to point them out and that student had to then do ten
pushups. The sisters emphasized that this motivates the entire class to work as a team and
hold each other accountable, because the group can only be as strong as the weakest link.
This exercise was not done to intimidate anyone. Instead, it immediately created a sense
of camaraderie in a room of mostly strangers, which made the remainder of class
generally more relaxed and enjoyable for everyone.
After this exercise, the Arnold sisters taught a combination to the chart topper
“Hot Line Bling” by Drake. True to the contemporary style in their videos, this
combination consisted of fast footwork with feminine hip-hop upper body choreography.
The young students were overjoyed to perform this combination, and even the older
students seemed to enjoy trying to find their hop-hop groove with the tap steps. This
synthesis of the old tap dance vocabulary with the new style of today proves that tap
dance is still able to evolve with popular trends.
Another contemporary tap dance artist at both the St. Louis Tap Festival and Big
Apple Tap Festival was Anthony LoCascio. After starting his tap dance career in New
York, LoCascio toured with the internationally renowned company called Tap Dogs. This
high intensity performance group pounded out extremely complex rhythms often
incorporating other elements such as electronic soundboards or basketballs in ways that
stunned audiences. LoCascio is now a master teacher and directs his own tap dance
company named Tap Life. He teaches at the famous Broadway Dance Center New York
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City and is also invited around the world to teach class or set choreography. His classes
combine elements of rhythm tap dance with contemporary tap dance. LoCascio’s
choreographic style ranges from intricate syncopated footwork accompanied by acoustic
folksy songs to hard-hitting rhythms with a strong techno beat.
No matter which end of the spectrum he happens to be teaching on a certain day,
he emphasizes the importance of mentality and musicality in tap dance. Whenever he
sees his class struggling with a step, he breaks it down so that the students understand
where their weight is at all times. Throughout class, he reminds students, “Every step is a
preparation for the next step.” He goes on to say that half of the battle of tap dancing is to
know where the weight should be placed to be able to perform the footwork with ease. In
order to master this practice, he urges students to drill the steps slowly. He explains that if
a student is able to control the muscles and deliberately place the weight where it belongs
at a slow tempo, then he or she will be able to build up speed to perform the step faster;
however, often it is much more difficult for a student to take a step that he or she can only
execute quickly and slow it down to a controlled speed.
Additionally, LoCascio has a unique musicality in his work. He proclaims that too
many people choreograph tap dance to a song, or in other words the tap sounds simply
reflect the melodic line of the music. Instead, he approaches choreography from the
perspective that the tap shoes are another instrument in the selected piece of music and
therefore should be used to enhance the song. The outcome is a very intricate rhythm that
fits within the music and forces students to have a deeper understanding of the
musicality. Meanwhile, LoCascio delivers all of these lessons with a laid back demeanor.
He never allows students to apologize, and if they do, he flashes his tattoo on his arm that
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reads, “We don’t do sorry here.” He insists to students that they dance better when they
smile and in doing so, creates a welcoming atmosphere conducive to learning.
At the 2014 St. Louis Tap Festival, I was extremely fortunate to be able to take
class from Professor Robert L. Reed, founder of the festival. Reed was the protégé of
Maceo Anderson who was a founding member of the Four Step Brothers. This group of
tap dancers started dancing together in the 1920s and by the 30s and 40s was one of the
most popular entertainment acts in show business. Therefore, Anderson experienced part
of the early development of tap dance and was an important member of the tap dance
community in its golden era. The mentoring relationship that dominates tap dance
education creates a learning experience that could never be paralleled. With Anderson as
his mentor, Reed was a vital connection to this piece of history, and students in his class
were able to step back in time as he taught.
Dressed in vibrant monochromatic suits with matching tap shoes, Professor Reed
brought a unique energy to his classes. After giving an exercise or movement sequence,
he would stroll among the students peering down at their feet. If someone made a
mistake, he circled around him or her to ensure that the student knew he had caught it. To
say that Reed was intimidating is a drastic understatement. His classes always felt
directed to each individual. He would stand right in front of a student and stare into his or
her eyes asking him or her to identify the mistake that was made as the rest of the class
watched. However, this did not create a negative atmosphere. It was clear that Reed
simply wanted to see everyone succeed. He was known to say in all of his classes that “an
amateur practices until they get it right, but a professional practices until they can’t get it
wrong.” Reed’s intention was clearly never to upset someone, rather this was his way of
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getting his students to consistently demonstrate their best work. All of this was carried
out in a teasing manner, and the jokes Reed made prompted several shared chuckles
throughout the class time.
The material that he taught would vary from class to class. Generally, his
exercises and choreography most resembled rhythm tap with elongated phrases that
contained intricate rhythms and heel/toe work. To accurately and cleanly perform these
rhythms required strong concentration on both the feet and the details of the music. Yet,
Reed always expected his students to maintain a poised upper body that suggested all of
this was done with ease. The combination of Reed’s demeanor in class and the clever
exercises that he gave generates excellence from his students. Not a single moment of
class time was wasted, and the way Reed related to his students truly motivated each
student to succeed. Professor Reed was a true master teacher. Any student of any age or
skill level that stepped onto a dance floor under his instruction would undoubtedly walk
out of the room a better tap dancer and quite possibly a better student.
Unfortunately, in July of 2015, Professor Robert L. Reed passed away very
unexpectedly just two weeks before the twenty-fourth annual St. Louis Tap Festival. This
year my travel was funded by a grant, so I had planned to interview Reed in St. Louis to
gain insight into his knowledge of tap history and pedagogical perspective. Yet, as it is
said in show business, the show must go on, and the festival was still held. It was a truly
remarkable experience to be at this particular festival. Almost everyone in attendance had
known Reed or taken class with him. Stories were shared by teachers in classes, by the
hosts on stage at the concert, and by friends in the halls of the hotel between daily events.
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One of the annual features of the festival is a panel discussion with the faculty.
Everyone is welcome to join in the ballroom to listen to the master faculty discuss
important topics in tap dance. This year the panel was devoted to the life and
contributions of Professor Reed. Each faculty member took a turn to tell one of his or her
favorite stories about Reed. These stories were enlightening, entertaining, and incredibly
inspiring. Everyone there had already been affected by Reed because they were attending
his festival. He provided substantial opportunities for members of the tap community to
assemble and share and grow together. Yet, very little of his momentous contributions to
the art form is documented. The individuals at the festival knew of his importance and
experienced his influence first hand. Still, preservation of his life’s works is limited.
Long-term friends of Reed, Avi Miller and Ofer Ben moderated the discussion.
They expressed that there is no word in the English language profound enough to
describe the importance of his friendship and presence in the tap community. Instead they
used their native Hebrew word chaver, which while loosely translated to “friend,” carries
much more significance. To conclude the discussion, Miller emphasized the importance
of preserving the legendary figures of tap dance. The faculty explained that a new
generation of dancers are now being handed this responsibility. This is not to say that the
developments being made today are not valuable. The panel emphatically declared that it
is important to continue the evolution of tap dance, but it is equally important to preserve
its history. Each year, more and more of tap dance’s most important artists are being lost
and only the people who knew them or took class with them are able to pass along their
lessons. This discussion with some of today’s most prominent tap dancers and educators
verified the importance to continue preservation work before the opportunities to gather
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the information disappears. At the conclusion of the evening, everyone stood and
performed a ritual that Reed implemented at the end of every class by raising their arms
to their sides with the palms facing up, simultaneously clapping the palms together
overhead, repeating this movement until it was indeed done in perfect unison, and then
bringing their hands together in front of their chest and reciting Reed’s mantra, “May the
tap gods be with you and always remember, respect the dance.”
Tap dance is a community. This statement is heard countless times when artists
gather together even if only for a few short days. The St. Louis Tap Festival and the Big
Apple Tap Festival are just two of the multitude of events that exist and allow for this
community to gather. It is imperative to the art form that these opportunities continue to
be provided. As more of the historic tap dancers pass away each year, the next generation
must continue to strive to keep their legacies alive, and it is through interactions at events
such as these festivals that the knowledge and artistry is passed to the next generation of
greats. While it may be possible that tap dance could continue to exist without this
preservation, it is certain that dancers would lose sight of the reason why we tap dance
and the art form’s pertinent cultural history.
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CHAPTER 5

CURRICULUM

A tap dance lesson in a classroom setting typically follows a specific structure
that is generally considered to be the most conducive to developing technique and skill.
Naturally, portions of this structure vary depending on the class’s age, skill level, and
duration and according to what the instructor aims to accomplish in any given class.
However, this logical progression helps dancers avoid injury by preparing the body and
mind for each portion of class. It also provides some form of consistency for both
students and teachers. In my own devised curriculum, I follow this guide. The standard
segments of a tap dance class are warm-up, center exercises, across the floor exercises,
and a center combination.
First, the instructor leads the class through a warm-up. This may be
choreographed or created on the spot as the students simply follow along. A warm-up
usually focuses on using each part of the shoe repetitiously to simultaneously increase
blood flow to the area and strengthen the muscles. A tap dance warm-up commonly
includes heel drops, toe drops, tips, steps/stomps/stamps, toe heels, heel taps, shuffles,
and endless variations of these steps. Usually, each step will start at a moderate tempo
and gradually become faster. It is imperative to warm-up the feet, ankles, and legs not
only to avoid cramps or injury, such as an ankle sprain, but also to build the strength and
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rhythmical awareness necessary to execute every single step that will be performed in
class that day.
After completing the warm-up, the teacher will most likely teach a short exercise
with the dancers in the center of the room. This is one of the most effective ways to teach
students a new step or practice a specific skill. For example, the teacher may be teaching
the students waltz clog for the first time. This is the portion of class where he or she can
break the step down piece by piece until the students are able to replicate it. After a
sufficient amount of practice, the instructor will probably teach the students a very short
combination that includes this new step, more than once, and other tap dance vocabulary
that the students already know. This practice helps assimilate the new step into muscle
and mental memory and also requires students to learn how to transition in and out of this
new step. On the other hand, an instructor may have noticed that the students are
struggling to know when to shift their weight while dancing. To practice this skill, the
teacher may use this portion of class the give the students an exercise that involves
several types of weight exchange. The students may struggle with the material for a
while, but if it is practiced repetitively, either on the same day or over several weeks
depending on the dancers’ needs, then there is a high probability of the students
eventually mastering the exercise and gaining control of their change of weight.
Then it is time to move across the floor. Everyone moves to one side of the room
to practice steps and exercises that will progressively move to the opposite side of the
room. It does not matter on which side of the room the class begins as long as it
eventually does the exercise starting with the opposite foot. This could still be done from
the same side of the room, but it is beneficial to move through the space in more than one
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pathway so that the dancers become adaptable. An example of an across the floor
exercise is drills. A drill is simply one step repeated over and over again until the dancer
reaches the other side of the classroom. Flaps, buffalos, and drawbacks travel forward,
sideways, and backwards respectively, and can all be done as drills across the floor.
Drilling is one of the best forms of practice when students are learning a new traveling
step; muscle memory is developed, and the students improve any skill that step demands,
such as balance. Across the floor exercises usually also include brief combinations of
steps that can be repeated multiple times in one pass. Here again, these exercises may
practice any step or skill that the class needs depending on the teacher’s design of
patterns.
For the final portion of class, students spread out in the center of the room once
again to learn a choreographed center combination. The instructor composes this
combination based off of the steps and skills that have been practiced throughout class.
Normally, this is learned and practiced from week to week with more choreography being
added each time the class meets. This structure serves multiple purposes. First of all, the
dancers learn to assimilate vocabulary into a long sequence, which tests their ability to
retain movement sequences. Undoubtedly, this combination will not maintain one
constant rhythm, so the students will also be challenged to vary their rhythms while
maintaining the correct timing with the music. Furthermore, the center combination is
usually the portion of class that develops into a recital dance. This portion of class often
emphasizes performance quality and style. Since they have hopefully learned the
vocabulary and focused on developing skills in the rest of class, the center combination is
an opportunity for dancers to explore their own artistic expression.
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The curriculum that I present in this project includes each portion of this class
structure for the first four selected styles discussed in Chapter 3, and contemporary tap
dance is then discussed from a choreographic standpoint. Included in this project is a
DVD of the contemporary tap dance piece that I choreographed. In the curriculum, often
multiple exercises are given for each class segment. It is important to note that these
lesson plans have not been created for one class meeting. Ideally, young students would
progress through this curriculum in regular lessons at a dance studio. The exercises can
be further broken down into sections or individuals steps for practice. Even the warm-ups
should not be taught in one class meeting, rather portions should be added on as students
master what they have already been given. In other words, these groups of exercises
should not be viewed as individual lesson plans to be utilized in one or two class
meetings. Rather, the devised exercises serve as a road map to guide students through an
exploration of a specific tap style over the course of a term.
Furthermore, these exercises are not created for a tap dance class designated
specifically to any of these styles. For example, the military tap dance curriculum is
devised for an advanced-beginner class of seven to eight year-old students, which will
utilize the military tap dance style to further the students’ learning. The styles have been
selected for targeted skill levels while keeping in mind the standard progression of tap
dance students that attend class once a week. There are many stepping-stones that may be
used to build to these specific exercises, and anything may be adjusted to either simplify
or complicate the material based on students’ needs. In addition to the vocabulary and
exercises being taught, students should view footage of these styles; suggested videos
have been included in Appendix C. Then the teacher can guide discussions of what they
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observed and the cultural and historical significance, again at age appropriate levels.
These topics should be explored in more than just a single class meeting to aid the
students in retaining the information and to explore the topics in proper depth. By the end
of the class’s term, hopefully the students will have achieved all of these exercises and
combinations and gained an understanding of the characteristics of the variety of tap
dance styles and their contextual background.
For each style, I begin by introducing the type of students for which the exercises
are designed, including targeted level and amount of previous training. Next, the specific
goals and learning objectives are detailed. These are key components that the students
should be reminded of throughout the coursework and achieve by the end of the term.
Following are two lists. The first is a list of vocabulary that is associated with the specific
style and therefore appears in the combinations. The second list includes steps that should
be drilled across the floor for practice before performing any of the exercises in which
they appear; music and tempo for these drills should be selected based on the students’
skill level. Finally, I present the exercises in order of the class structure described earlier.
It is notable that all across the floor exercises are intended to begin on the stage left side
of the room. After each exercise, there is a comment that describes that particular
exercise’s correlation to the goals and learning objectives described earlier. These
comments may often include reminders for the students, common errors to address, or
ways that the combination may evolve. A DVD demonstration of these exercises has also
been included with this project. These exercises and combinations compiled with topical
discussion of the history and culture that influenced each style will guide students
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through an immersive experience to gain a new understanding of and respect for tap
dance.
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Military Tap Dance
Students: This class is geared toward an advanced-beginner group of students that have
already taken primary tap dance classes. These dancers know the parts of the foot and
shoe as well as basic tap dance vocabulary. Until now, exercises have almost always been
performed with the teacher demonstrating the steps in front of the students at the same
time. Military tap dance has been selected for these students because it maintains a
simple rhythmic structure, often with even beats, which allows the dancers to still focus
on the steps as they develop muscle memory. This style also includes vocabulary that will
build stronger muscles for cleaner articulation. These characteristics provide an
opportunity for longer movement sequences to be introduced.

Goal: Develop a basic understanding of military tap dance and learn vocabulary from
this style. Students will begin to integrate steps into longer sequences with more complex
patterns and practice executing exercises without watching the teacher.

Learning Objectives: Students will improve articulation between toes and heels by
bending their shoes and emphasizing loud heel drops. The dancers’ foot, ankle, and leg
muscles as well as balance should be strengthened through repetition of steps. Students
will develop faster shuffles by learning to release the tension in the ankles and toss the leg
to create the sounds. Additionally, students will begin to be familiarized with basic
patterns found in tap dance such as “three and a break” and dividing patterns in half to
create variations.
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Vocabulary:
Ball change

Heel dig

Military time step

Stomp

Brush

Heel drop

Pivot turn

Tip

Buffalo

Heel tap

Shuffle

Toe drop

Cramproll

Hop

Spank

Toe heel

Dig

Leap

Stamp

Toe tap

Flap

Maxie ford

Step

Trench

Drills:
Heel tap
Flap
Buffalo
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MILITARY TAP DANCE
WARM-UP
Music: “We All Went Marching Home Again”
Artist: The Black Diamonds Band
Album: The Great War: 50 Original Historical Recordings from the First World War
Years 1914-1918
Hold introduction- 8 cts
Counts
12345678
1-8

Movement
Alt hl dr RLRL…
Repeat above 8 cts

Arms
Hands on hips-entire exercise

1&2&…8&
1-4&
5(6)7(8)

Alt hl dr RLRL…
Alt hl dr RL…
Stamp R L

1-32

Repeat above 32 cts with alt toe dr

12345678
1&2&3&4&
5&6&
78

Toe hl R L R L
Toe hl R L R L
Toe hl R L
Stamp R, clap

1-16

Repeat above 16 cts starting L

12345678
1&2&3&4&
5&6&
78

Hl tap R L R L
Hl tap R L R L
Hl tap R L
Stamp R, clap

1-16

Repeat above 16 cts starting L

(1234)

Hold *Note: Remind the students what is next

12 34 56 78
1-6
7(8)

Tap R hl dr L 4x’s
Repeat above first 6 cts
Stamp R
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1-16

Repeat above 16 cts starting L

12 34 56 78
1-6
7(8)

Hl dig R toe dr L 4x’s
Repeat above first 6 cts
Stamp R

1-16

Repeat above 16 cts starting L

1-8

Hold *Note: Remind the students what is next

12 34 56 78
1-6
7(8)

Tip R hl dr L 4x’s
Repeat above first 6 cts
Stamp R

1-16

Repeat above 16 cts starting L

1-16

Hold *Note: Remind the students what is next

12 34
56 78
1-24

Tip R hl dr L, toe hl R
Tip L hl dr R, toe hl L
Repeat above 8 cts 3x’s

12345678
1-24

Stomp st R L R L
Repeat above 8 cts 3x’s

1&2 3&4
5&6 7&8
1-24

Stomp sp st R L
Stomp sp st R L
Repeat above 8 cts 3x’s

123(4) 567(8)
123(4) 567(8)
1&2 3&4
5&6 7&8
1-8

Toe hl hl R, L
Toe hl hl R, L
Toe hl hl R, L
Toe hl hl R, L
Repeat above 8 cts

*The purpose of this exercise is to warm-up the feet and legs as well as practice weight
shifting. Repetition is used to enhance muscle memory of the basic tap actions (heel/toe
drop, tap, heel dig, tip, step, stomp, and stamp). Students should be reminded to bend
their shoes while executing toe heels and to make loud heel drops to strengthen their feet
and improve articulation.
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MILITARY TAP DANCE
SHUFFLE EXERCISE
Music: “United Forces March”
Artist: Metropolitan Military Band
Album: The Great War: 50 Original Historical Recordings from the First World War
Years 1914-1918
Hold introduction- 12 cts
Counts
a1a2…a8
a1- a6
78

Movement
Sh R to F 8x’s
Sh R to F 6x’s
Toe hl R

Arms
Hands on hips-entire exercise

1-16

Repeat above 16 cts starting L

a1a2…a8
a1- a6
78

Sh R to sd 8x’s
Sh R to sd 6x’s
Toe hl R

1-16

Repeat above 16 cts starting L

a1a2…a8
a1- a6
78

Sh R to B 8x’s
Sh R to B 6x’s
Toe hl R

1-16

Repeat above 16 cts starting L

a1a2…a8
a1- a6
78

Sh R to sd 8x’s
Sh R to sd 6x’s
Toe hl R

1-16

Repeat above 16 cts starting L

*This exercise helps students to develop balance and quicker shuffles. Students should be
reminded to bend the supporting knee and relax their ankles. Despite the majority of this
style emphasizing an even beat, the swing rhythm should be emphasized with shuffles so
that the dancers are practicing quickly throwing the foot rather than tightening the
muscles to divide the beat evenly.
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MILITARY TAP DANCE
CRAMPROLL EXERCISE
Music: “Play a Simple Melody”
Artist: Joy Martell, The Blazers & Sammy Fuller and His Ragtime Band
Album: Great Songs from the Great War- The Words and Music of World War I
Hold introduction- 16 cts
Counts
1234 5678
1-8

Movement
Cr R 2x’s
Repeat above 8 cts

1&2&…7&8&
1&2& 3&4&
5&6&
78

Cr R 4x’s
Cr R 2x’s
Sh bc R
Stamp R, clap

1-32

Repeat L

1234 5678
1&2& 3&4&
5&6&
78

Cr R 2x’s
Cr R 2x’s
Sh bc R
Stamp R, clap

1-16

Repeat L

Arms
Hands on hips-entire exercise

*The purpose of this exercise is to develop clear articulation and increase speed. Students
should again be reminded to bend their shoes and make loud heel drops. This should
enable the dancers to make four clear sounds. This pattern also introduces the concept of
taking a thirty-two count phrase and then cutting it in half for a variation, which is a
common practice in tap dance exercises.
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MILITARY TAP DANCE
MILITARY TIME STEP EXERCISE
Music: “Land of Hope and Glory (Pomp and Circumstance March, No. 1)”
Artist: The Band of H.M. Coldstream Guards &Capt. R.A. Ridings
Album: Great Songs from the Great War- The Words and Music of World War I
Counts
&8 &
123
&4 &
567
&8 &
123
&4&5
67

Movement
Sh R, hop L
St R L R
Sh L, hop R
St L R L
Sh R, hop L
St R L R
Sh bc L
Stamp L R

&8- 16

Repeat L

Arms
Hands on hips-entire exercise

*Note: Eventually may change these to double military time steps by replacing the steps
with flaps.
&8 &
Sh R, hop L
1 &2&3
St R, fl L R
*The purpose of this exercise is to introduce and practice military time steps. Counts
should be emphasized as students learn that time steps generally start on count eight.
Students will also need to be reminded to stay on the balls of their feet throughout the
entire exercise; this will help to develop strength and balance. Additionally, this exercise
introduces the pattern of three and a break, an extremely common practice in tap dance
where a step is repeated three times then followed by an eight or four count break to
finish out the phrase with a different step.
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MILITARY TAP DANCE
ACROSS THE FLOOR 1
Music: “Land of Hope and Glory (Pomp and Circumstance March, No. 1)”
Artist: The Band of H.M. Coldstream Guards &Capt. R.A. Ridings
Album: Great Songs from the Great War- The Words and Music of World War I
Begin facing DS
Counts
1&a2
3&a4
5&a6
7& 8

Movement
Buffalo R
Buffalo R
Buffalo R
Stamp hl dr R, stamp L

Arms
Long jazz arm
“
“
Hand on hips

Repeat travelling sideways to SR across the floor
*The purpose of this exercise is to practice the buffalo step. Additionally, students will
practice coordinating arm movements with the footwork in a very simple manner.
Dancers should be reminded to stay on the balls of their feet while executing buffalos to
emphasize the difference between the light sound of the leaps in the buffalos and the
heavy sound of the stamps. This will assist the development of balance and control. The
shuffles should be done the same way that they were in the shuffle exercise, meaning with
a swinging rhythm.
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MILITARY TAP DANCE
ACROSS THE FLOOR 2
Music: “The Caissons Go Rolling Along (U. S. Field Artillery March)”
Artist: John Philip Sousa
Album: Songs of World War I
Begin facing SR
Counts
&12 &34
&56 &78
1&2&3
4&5&6
78

Movement
Fl hl R L
Fl hl R L
Mf R
Mf R
Stamp R L

Arms
Hands on hips-entire exercise

Repeat travelling forward to SR across the floor
*This exercise challenges the students to combine more steps as they move across the
floor as well as practice the maxie ford step. Additionally, it is another chance to practice
the articulation and balance skills that were drilled in earlier exercises. Students should be
reminded to bend their shoes while doing the flap heels and to make the heel drops loud.
Again, the shuffles should be executed with a swing rhythm. The leaps in the maxie fords
should be done on the ball of the foot like they were when doing buffalos. This longer
exercise develops the dancers’ minds to learn sequence and apply skills in a combination
of steps.
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MILITARY TAP DANCE
CENTER COMBINATION
Music: “I Love a Piano”
Artist: Joy Martell & Johnny Gibbs and his Ragtime Dance Band
Album: Great Songs from the Great War- The Words and Music of World War I
Hold introduction- 8 cts
Counts
12 34
56
78
1-8

Movement
Toe hl R to SR, toe hl LXFR
Toe hl R to SR
Bc L
Repeat above 8 cts starting L

Arms
Hands on hips
“
Reach fwd hands flexed

&1&2 34
&5&6 78
123456
7(8)

Sh R to F 2x’s, bc R
Repeat above 4 cts
Hl tap R L R
Stamp L

Hands on hips

1234
5678
1-8

Cr R
Tip st R L
Repeat above 8 cts

Hands on hips
Arms swing L R

&1&2 &34
&5&6 &78
12
3(4)
56
7

Fl R L, fl hl R
Fl L R, fl hl L
Bc R
St tog R
Bc L
St tog L

Hands on hips
“
Reach fwd hands flexed
Hands on hips
Reach fwd hands flexed
Hands on hips

&8 &
123
&4 &
567
&8 &
123
&4 &
567(8)

Sh R, hop L
St R L R
Sh L, hop R
St L R L
Sh R, hop L
St R L R
Sh L, hop R
St L R L

“
“

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
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1(2) 34
5(6) 78
1&a2 3&a4
5&a6 7&a8

St R to DS, piv t L
St R to US, piv t L
Buffalo R to SR 2x’s
Repeat above 4 cts

Arms OH, down
Arms OH, down
Long jazz arm

12
34
5&6
7&8
1&2&3
4&5&6
78

Hl dig to F st tog R
Hl dig to F st tog L
Hl dig to F sp st tog R
Hl dig to F sp st tog L
Mf R
Mf R
Stamp R L

Hands on hips
“
“
“
“
“
“

&1 &23
4
&5 &67
8
1(2) 3(4)
5678

Sh R, hop L tip st R
Clap
Sh L, hop R tip st L
Clap
Trench R L
Trench R L R L

“
“
Opp arm reaches fwd
“

*This center combination further challenges the students to learn more complex
sequences of steps. Each piece of vocabulary from the rest of class is included and
trenches are introduced as well. Taught over several weeks, this combination will
develop the dancers’ minds to put steps in different orders, vary rhythms, and retain
information from week to week.
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Broadway Tap Dance
Students: These exercises are structured for a class of beginning-intermediate students.
These students have mastered much of the basics of tap dance and are ready to expand
their vocabulary. While elementary arm placements were utilized in earlier years, these
dancers are ready to start coordinating a wider variety of arm movements with their
footwork. Broadway tap dance was selected for these students because of its emphasis of
clean arm placements with the footwork. This style also includes a large vocabulary
appropriate for this skill level and introduces steps that travel backwards.

Goal: Foster an understanding of tap dance on Broadway and learn vocabulary from this
style. Dancers will develop coordination of the arms with footwork and performance
quality in this movement.

Learning Objectives: Repetition in these exercises will continue to develop muscle
memory and strength. As steps become faster, students will focus on clear articulation
and separating each sound to avoid muffled steps. Additionally, dancers will become
more aware of their weight placement and gain better control of their change of weight in
order to transition gracefully between steps.
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Vocabulary:
Back flap

Double time step

Running flaps

Suzy Q

Bells

Drawbacks

Scuff

Toe heel turns

Bombershay

Heel stand

Single time step

Waltz clog

Broadway

Nerve tap

Slap

3-step turn

Chug

Rolling shuffles

Sugarfoot

Drills:
Running flaps
Bombershay
Back flap
Drawback
Flap alternating heel drops to side
*To prepare for Broadway
Brief pattern:
Toe heel to side (Long jazz arms)
Toe heel together (Arms in first position)
(Looking the direction they are traveling)
*To prepare for toe heel turns
Toe heel turns
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BROADWAY TAP DANCE
WARM-UP
Music: “Forty Second Street (Overture)”
Artist: National Broadway Performers
Album: 42nd Street
Hold fanfare introduction
Counts
12345678
1-8

Movement
Alt hl dr RLRL…
Repeat above 8 cts

Arms
Hands behind back

1&-8&
1&-8&

Alt hl dr RLRL…
Repeat above 8 cts

1-32

Repeat above 32 cts with alt toe dr

(1234)

Hold

1& 2&
3& 4&
5& 6&
7&8&
1&-8&

Tip R hl dr L, toe hl R
Tip L hl dr R, toe hl L
Tip R hl dr L, toe hl R
Tip L hl dr R, toe hl L
Repeat above 8 cts

Swing to side in opposition
(with hands flexed)
“
“

1&-8&
1e&a- 6e&a
7& 8

Toe hl RLRL…
Toe hl RLRL…
Toe hl R, stamp L

Hands on hips
“
“

1234
5&6&7&8&
1-8&

Nerve tap R to F 4x’s
Nerve tap R to F 8x’s
Repeat above 8 cts to sd

R arm diag D/L arm diag up
“

1-8&
1-7
8

Repeat above 8 cts to B
Nerve tap R to sd as quickly as possible
St R tog

1-32

Repeat above 32 cts starting L

“

Hands on hips
“
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“
“

L arm diag D/R arm diag up

a1 a2
a3-a8
&
a1-a8&

Slap R to F, sp dig R tog
Repeat above 2 cts 3x’s
Hl dr R
Repeat above 8 cts starting L

L hand on shld/R arm diag D

a1 a2
a3-a8
&
a1-a8&

Slap R to sd, sp dig R tog
Repeat above 2 cts 3x’s
Hl dr R
Repeat above 8 cts starting L

L hand on shld/R arm diag D

a1& a2&
a3& a4&
a5&- a8&

Slap R to F hl dr L, sp toe hl R tog
Slap L to F hl dr R, sp toe hl L tog
Repeat above 4 cts

Low “V” with flexed hands
“

a1& a2&
a3& a4&
a5&- a8&

Slap R to sd hl dr L, sp toe hl R tog
Slap L to sd hl dr R, sp toe hl L tog
Repeat above 4 cts

“
R hand on shld/L arm diag D

“
R hand on shld/L arm diag D

“
“

*The goal of this exercise is to warm-up the feet and practice control of weight shifting.
The arms are placed differently throughout the progression of steps in order to assist
balance and train the dancers’ minds to coordinate simple movement of the arms with
more intricate footwork. Students should always be reminded to articulate the feet during
the warm-up. Additionally, the upper should be carried with an erect posture, and the
muscles in the back and arms must support each position of the upper body and arm
movement. Although the main goal is to prepare the body to dance, the students should
be reminded of the importance of maintaining stage presence at all times.
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BROADWAY TAP DANCE
SHUFFLE EXERCISE
Music: “Lullaby of Broadway”
Artist: Doris Day and Harry Warren
Album: The Great Songwriters- Harry Warren
Counts

Movement

Arms

a1- a8
a1- a7
8
a1- 16

Sh R to F 8x’s
Sh R to F 7x’s
St R tog
Repeat above 16 cts starting L

High “V”
“
“

a1- 32

Repeat above 32 cts to sd

Long jazz arm

a1- 32

Repeat above 32 cts to B

Hands on hips

a12… a78
a12 …a56
a78
a1-16

Sh R to F hl dr L 4x’s
Sh R to F hl dr L 3x’s
Sh R to F st R tog
Repeat above 16 cts starting L

High “V”
“
“

a1- 32

Repeat above 32 cts to sd

Long jazz arm

a1-32

Repeat above 32 cts to B

Hands on hips

1&a-8&a
1-24

Rolling sh RLRL…
Repeat above 8 cts 3x’s

Running arms

*The exercise will test the student’s balance while continuing to develop faster shuffles.
To be successful, dancers must have loose ankle muscles and initiate the shuffles from the
hip by tossing the leg down and outward. Students should be told to make loud, clear heel
drops. It is wise to listen to students one at a time to make sure that the spank of the
shuffle is not becoming muffled or happening at the same time as the heel drop. This also
applies to the spank of the shuffle and the leap when executing rolling shuffles. It is
important for students to hear themselves individually to learn to better separate their
sounds.
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BROADWAY TAP DANCE
WALTZ CLOG EXERCISE
Music: “Singin’ in the Rain”
Artist: Gene Kelly
Album: Singin’ in the Rain (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack) [Deluxe Version]
Counts

Movement

Arms

1 &2
&3
4 &5
&6
78

Leap onto R, sh L
Bc L
Leap onto L, sh R
Bc R
St R L

Hands on hips
“
“
“
“

&12
34
&56
78

Fl hl R to sd
Bc L
Fl hl L to sd
Bc R

Long jazz arm
Low “V” with flexed hands
Long jazz arm
Low “V” with flexed hands

1-8

Repeat first 8 cts

&12 &34
56 78

Fl hl R L
Stamp chug R, Bc L

1-32

Repeat above 32 cts starting L

Low “V” with flexed hands
“

*This exercise allows students to practice a waltz clog step. Students will also develop
better control of their weight change with this combination of leaps, ball changes,
shuffles, and flaps. Dancers should be reminded to stay on the balls of their feet during
the waltz clog, which will require balance and control.
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BROADWAY TAP DANCE
BROADWAY EXERCISE
Music: “Medley: Anything Goes / Love For Sale / Sunny / Greensleeves At The
Darktown Strutters’ Ball / La Mer / Button Up Your Overcoat”
Artist: Lester Lanin
Album: Dance To The Music Of Lester Lanin
Counts

Movement

Arms

&1&2
&3 &4
&5&6&7&8
&1-8

Fl alt hl R to SR
Sp st R tog, hl dr R L
Bway R
Repeat above 8 cts starting L

Long jazz arm
“
“

&1&2&3&4
&5&6&7&8
123(4)
5&6
78

Bway R
Bway L
3 st t R
Kick bc L
St L stamp R

1-32

Repeat above 32 cts starting L

“
“
1st pos
Hands on hips
“

*This exercise helps strengthen muscles in the feet for clean articulation while practicing
the Broadway step. Dancers will be required to bend their shoes before each heel drop.
Additionally, dancers will practice the use of their spots during the 3 step turn and must
control how they transfer their weight between the step and the stomp at the end of the
combination.
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BROADWAY TAP DANCE
SCUFF/ROLLING SHUFFLE EXERCISE
Music: “Good Morning”
Artist: Gene Kelly, Debbie Reynolds, and Donald O’Connor
Album: Singin’ in the Rain (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack) [Deluxe Version]
Counts

Movement

Arms

&1 &2
&3 &4
5&a 6&a 7&a
8
&1- 8

Scuff R hop L, sp R hop L
Scuff R hop L, hl tap R
Rolling sh L R L
St R
Repeat above 8 cts starting L

Hands on hips
“
Long jazz arm
Hands on hips

&1&2
34
&5&6
78
1&a- 6&a
7&8

Scuff hl dig R L (to hl stand)
St R L
Scuff hl dig R L (to hl stand)
St R L
Rolling sh R L R L R L
Stamp R bc L

Hands on hips
“
“
“
Long jazz arms
Hands on hips

&1- 32

Repeat above 32 cts starting L

*This combination introduces the scuff to students, which helps them increase the
strength of the ankle as this step requires high flexion of the foot. Students will also be
challenged to leave the ground to correctly execute a hop. Commonly, dancers do not
push hard enough to become airborne, which results in no sound. For that reason, this is
an excellent exercise to be performed one at a time so that students will hear any sounds
that they may be missing. The students should be warned again to ensure that they are not
muffling the rolling shuffles. Lastly, this will also help the dancers develop balance as
each hop should be completed on the ball of the foot.
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BROADWAY TAP DANCE
TIME STEP EXERCISE
Music: “New York, New York (Instrumental) [Swing]”
Artist: Big Band PUCP
Album: Big Band Pucp
Counts

Movement

Arms

8&1
23&
4&5
67&
8&-15&
8&1
23&
4&5
67

Sh R hop L
St R L R
Sh L hop R
St L R L
Repeat above 8 cts 2x’s
Sh R hop L
St R L R
Sh L hop R
Sugarfoot L R

Hands on hips
“
“
“

8&-31

Repeat above 32 cts starting L

8&1
&2&3 &
4&5
&6&7 &
8&-15&
8&1
&2&3 &
4&5
67

Sh R hop L
Fl R L, st R
Sh L hop R
Fl L R, st L
Repeat above 8 cts 2x’s
Sh R hop L
Fl R L, st R
Sh L hop R
Sugarfoot L R

8&-31

Repeat above 32 cts starting L

“
“
“
Wrists flick D in F of hips

Hands on hips
“
“
“
“
“
“
Wrists flick D in F of hips

*While adding to vocabulary, this exercise increases rhythmical awareness in the
dancers. The repeating rhythm helps students learn how to find the “groove” of the music
and develop a swing in their steps so that the movements become less forced. This
combination also allows the students to again practice a rolling pattern with a break at the
end.
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BROADWAY TAP DANCE
ACROSS THE FLOOR 1
Music: “Dames at Sea: Broadway Baby”
Artist: David Christmas
Album: Dames at Sea (Original Off-Broadway Cast Recording)
Begin facing SR
Counts

Movement

Arms

a1-a4
5 &6
78
1234
5678

Fl R L R L
St R, bell L land R
St L, clap
Sugarfoot R L R L
Stamp chug R L

Low “V” with hands flexed
Hands on hips
“
Wrists flick D in F of hips
Low “V” with hands flexed

Repeat traveling forward to SR across the floor
*This combination allows students to practice stylized steps including the bell and
sugarfoot. This is an opportunity for students to find joy in the movement that can
translate into performance. Additionally, the dancers’ minds are challenged to remember
a longer across the floor combination, and the practice of controlling the shift of weight is
continued.
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BROADWAY TAP DANCE
ACROSS THE FLOOR 2
Music: “It’s DeLovely”
Artist: Gregg Edelman and Katrina Murphey
Album: Anything Goes (Original Studio Cast)
Begin facing DS
Counts

Movement

Arms

1 &a2&a3&a4
5&6&

St R to sd, bom L 3x’s
Suzy Q L 2x’s

7&8&

Sp tip toe hl L

Hands on hips
Palms fwd (elbows bent)
twist LRLR
Hands on hips

Repeat traveling sideways to SR across the floor
*This exercise allows students to practice steps that travel to the side. The triplet rhythm
is introduced with a bombershay, which should be well-practiced before this
combination. The inward spank required to complete a bombershay strengthens the same
muscle in the ankle that was used while executing slaps and Broadways in earlier
combinations. Students also learn the stylized Suzy Q step.
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BROADWAY TAP DANCE
ACROSS THE FLOOR 3
Music: “Anything Goes”
Artist: Louise Gold
Album: Anything Goes (Original Studio Cast)
Begin facing DS
Counts
1&2&
3&4&
5
&6 &7
&8

Movement
Toe hl t R
Toe hl t R
St R to sd
Suzy Q L 2x’s
Sp st L

Arms
Long jazz arm, 1st pos
Long jazz arm, 1st pos
Palms fwd (elbows bent)
Twist LRLR
Swing down

Repeat traveling sideways to SR across the floor
*The main purpose of this exercise is to put the advanced skill of a toe heel turn in
sequence with other steps. This forces the students to allow muscle memory to start to
take control of the turning step. Adding the variety of vocabulary also forces dancers to
learn to control the turns. They are able to practice stopping the rotation as well as
reinitiate the momentum and find the focal point for their spots again.
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BROADWAY TAP DANCE
ACROSS THE FLOOR 4
Music: “Forty-Second Street”
Artist: Graham Dalby and The Grahamophones
Album: Transatlantique
Begin facing SL
Counts

Movement

Arms

&1… &4
&5 &6
&7 &8

B fl R L R L
Scuff R hop L, sp st R
Scuff L hop R, sp st L

Hands on hips-entire exercise

Repeat traveling backwards to SR across the floor
*The purpose of this exercise is to allow the students to become comfortable moving
backwards by using simple vocabulary and an even rhythm. Students should be warned
not to lean backwards simply because this is the direction in which they are moving.
Rather, dancers must keep the torso leaning slightly forward and the knees always bent to
maintain a low center of gravity. Students will need to turn their heads to know when to
stop but should allow their focus to remain straight in front of them for as long as
possible to become better oriented with this orientation.
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BROADWAY TAP DANCE
ACROSS THE FLOOR 5
Music: “Moses”
Artist: Gene Kelly and Donald O’Connor
Album: Singin’ in the Rain (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack) [Deluxe Edition]
Begin facing SL
Counts

Movement

Arms

&a1-&a6
&7 &8

Db RLRL…
Hl stand R L, st R L

Reach fwd hands flexed
Open to sides, return to F

Repeat traveling backwards to SR across the floor
*This simple exercise permits students to practice drawbacks and a triplet rhythm.
Students should be reminded to begin the exercise on the “&a” before the count 1 to
avoid being late. Additionally, students will practice transitioning from a triplet rhythm to
an even rhythm and vice versa, which trains the ear as well as the muscles. Again,
students should be reminded to bend their shoes and be careful not to muffle sounds
together.
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BROADWAY TAP DANCE
CENTER COMBINATION
Music: “I Got Rhythm”
Artist: Gene Kelly and The MGM Children’s Chorus
Album: An American in Paris (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack) [Deluxe Edition]
Hold whistle introduction
Counts
1& 2&
a3&4
5&-8
1&-4
5-8

Movement
Group 1: Stomp st R, stomp st L
Fl hl R dig L tog
Group 2: Repeat above 4 cts
Group 3: Repeat above 4 cts
All: St LXFR t to unwind

Arms
Low “V” hands flexed
“

1&2&
3&4
5&- 8
1&- 4
56
78

Group 1: Scuff L hop R sp L hop R
Scuff L hop R stamp L
Group 2: Repeat above 4 cts
Group 3: Repeat above 4 cts
All: St R to DS, piv t
St R to US, piv t

Low “V” hands flexed
“

Arms OH then open to sides

High “V”
Low “V” hands flexed

1 &2
&3
4 &5
&6
&7&8
1&2&
34
&5
&6
&7&8

Leap onto R, sh L
Bc L
Leap onto L, sh R
Bc R
Toe hl R L
St R bell L land R
St L clap
Hl stand R L
St R L
Hl stand R L, st R L

Hands on hips
“
“
“
“
“

123 4

3 st t R, st L tog

Hands on hips

1&a 2&a
3&a 4
5&a- 8
1&a-4
5&6&

Reach side (hands flexed)
Reach fwd hands flexed
“

Group 1: Rolling sh R L
Rolling sh R, st L
Group 2: Repeat above 4 cts
Group 3: Repeat above 4 cts
Toe hl t R

Long jazz arms
“

Long jazz arms, 1st pos
78

7&
8

Toe hl R to sd
St L tog

Long jazz arms
Hands on hips

&1&2
&3&4

Sh bc R
Tip R hl dr L toe hl R

1&2&
3&
4
&5&6
&7&8

Toe hl t L
Toe hl L to sd
St R tog
Sh bc R
Tip R hl dr L toe hl R

Long jazz arms, 1st pos
Long jazz arms
Hands on hips
“
“

&1&2&3&4
&56
&78
&1-8

Bway R
Sl L to F hl dr R
Sp st L tog hl dr R
Repeat above 8 cts starting L

L hand on shld/R arm diag D
High “V’
Low “V” hands flexed

1 &a2&a3&a4
&5&6
&7&8
1-8

St R to sd, bom L 3x’s
Cr L
B fl LR
Repeat above 8 cts starting L

Long jazz arms
Hands on hips
“

1234
56
7&8
1234
&a5- 8

Suzy Q R 2x’s
Sugarfoot RL
Stamp chug R, st L
Suzy Q R 2x’s
Db R L R L

Palms fwd(elbows bent)/twist
Wrists flick D in F of hips
Low “V” hands flexed
Pas fwd(elbows bent)/twist
Reach fwd hands flexed

“
“

*This combination blends the new vocabulary with familiar and new patterns. The group
work requires the students to learn to listen to each other to know when to start. The
dancers are also still challenged to transfer from triplet to even patterns with the music.
Arm movements remain consistent from other combinations, yet are more challenging
because of the long sequence. Students should be reminded to perform even in the
classroom by standing tall, using energy in the arms, and smiling.
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Soft Shoe
Students: This lesson plan is for intermediate level students beginning to work on more
advanced vocabulary while still coordinating the upper body. More concentration is being
placed on control and balance of their movement. Soft shoe was chosen for these students
because two of its characteristics are a slower tempo and dancing on the balls of the feet.
These elements force students to practice control and balance in class.

Goal: Cultivate an awareness of the style of soft shoe tap dancing and its vocabulary.
Students will develop a better understanding of musicality and improve their rhythmical
accuracy. This will be accomplished by improving the dancers’ balance, strength, and
control.

Learning Objectives: Students will become familiar with the concept of shading in tap
dance, or controlling the volume of the sounds. Additionally, as statically placed arms do
not relate to the aesthetic of this style, dancers will be permitted to move their arms
freely, which can in turn assist their balance. With less experience, these dancers may
create limited arm movements, but it is important to instill the freedom to explore
individuality in artistic choices while students are young.
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Vocabulary:
Back essence

Front/back Irish

Paddle turn

Tack Annie

Changeover cramproll

Front essence

Riffs

Travelling time step

Cincinnati

Flap heel turns

Scuffle

Drills:
4 ct riff
Cincinnatti
Flap heel turns
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SOFT SHOE
WARM-UP
Music: “Soft Shoe Song (The Dance My Darling Used to Do)”
Artist: David Carroll and His Orchestra
Album: Let’s Dance Again!
Hold 16 ct introduction
Counts

Movement

12345678
1&…8&
1-16

Alt hl dr RLRL…
Alt hl dr 16x’s RLRL…
Repeat above 16 cts with alt toe dr

1&2…7&8
1-8
1-16

Toe hl hl R L R L
Repeat above 8 cts
Repeat above 16 cts with hl tap tap

a1…a8
a1…a8
a1…a8
a1…a7
&8

Sh R to F 8x’s
Sh R to sd 8x’s
Sh R to B 8x’s
Sh R to sd 7x’s
Toe hl R

1-32

Repeat above 32 cts starting L

a1a2…a8
a1-8
a1a2 a3a4
a5a6 a7a8
a1a2 a3a4
a5a6 a7
&8

Sh x sh unx R 4x’s
Repeat above 8 cts
Sh x sh unx R, sh R to sd 2x’s
Sh x sh unx R, sh R to sd 2x’s
Sh x sh unx R, sh R to sd 2x’s
Sh x sh unx R, sh R to sd
Toe hl R

1-32

Repeat above 32 cts starting L

a1-a7
&8
a1-&8

Sc R to F 7x’s
Toe hl R
Repeat above 8 cts starting L
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*Besides warming up the feet and ankles, this exercise enhances the students’ balance.
Reminders should be given to bend the knee in the supporting leg and engage the
abdominals to help maintain stability. Scuffles are introduced in this warm-up. Before
starting, students need to practice this step. Students will have a tendency to dig spank
instead of scuff spank, which should be addressed. In this exercise, students will design
their own arms. Rather than placing them in specific positions, the dancers are free to let
them move lightly and should be encouraged to create a sense of ease. Students’ arm
movements will most likely be minimal, but this allows them to utilize the arms to stay
on balance and begin to explore their own creativity. Muscle memory should be fairly
well developed for most of these steps allowing dancers to focus on their balance and
arms.
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SOFT SHOE
FRONT ESSENCE EXERCISE
Music: “Taking a Chance On Love (Re-Channeled Stereo Version)”
Artist: Benny Goodman and His Orchestra & Label Copy Conversion/Sony Music
Special Products Unknown
Album: The Essential Benny Goodman (Remastered)
Counts

Movement

1&a2… 7&a8
1&a2…5&a6
7&a8

Fr essence R L R L
Cr R 3x’s
Changeover cr R

1-16

Repeat above 16 cts starting L

1&a2
3&a4
5&a6 7&a8
1- 6
7&a8

Fr essence R
Fr essence L
Cr R 2x’s
Repeat above first 6 cts
Changeover cr R

1-16

Repeat above 16 cts starting L

*This exercise allows the students to practice both front essences and changeover
cramprolls. The concept of shading, or control of the volume of the taps, should begin to
be introduced. Since this is the soft shoe, dancers should be striking the floor hard enough
to make a clear sound but still maintaining a soft or light quality. In other words, students
should be instructed not to pound their feet into the floor. This exercise also further
develops the dancers’ abilities to control the placement of their weight as there are
several shifts of weight with these steps.
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SOFT SHOE
BACK ESSENCE EXERCISE
Music: “Swanee River”
Artist: The BBC Big Band Orchestra
Album: The Age of Swing
Counts

Movement

&1&2…8
&1&2 &3&4
&5&6
&7&8

B essence R L R L
B essence R L
Sh bc R
Sh hop st

&1- 16

Repeat above 16 cts starting L

&1&2…8
&1&2&3&4
&5&6
&7&8

B essence R L R L
Paddle t R
Sh bc R
Sh hop st

&1- 16

Repeat above 16 cts starting L

*Similar to the previous exercise, this combination introduces the back essence and
paddle turn, and emphasizes controlling the volume of the sounds. Students should be
reminded to stay on the balls of their feet when necessary. Some students may need extra
instruction to get the crossing and uncrossing motion correct in the back essence.
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SOFT SHOE
TRAVELLING TIME STEP EXERCISE
Music: “Walkin’ Shoes”
Artist: Gerry Mulligan Quartet
Album: Ultimate Jazz Collections (Volume 53)
Counts

Movement

8&…7&
8&…7&

Travelling time st R
Travelling time st L

8&…7&
8&1&2&3
&4&5
&6&7&

Travelling time st R
Sh st L sh bc R
Sh R hop L st R
Fl L R hl dr R

1- 32

Repeat above 32 cts starting L

*This exercise also tests the dancers’ control of their weight shifting. Continuing the
practice from previous time steps, this exercise allows students to drill the pattern of three
and a break. The natural swinging rhythm of this step should help the students learn to
incorporate swing into their footwork rather than constantly dividing the beat evenly.
Once students are comfortable with the footwork, they should be encouraged to utilize
more creative arm movements to enhance their performance skills.
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SOFT SHOE
TACK ANNIE EXERCISE
Music: “Jeepers Creepers”
Artist: John McNeil – Frank Sinatra
Album: Swing Easy!
Counts

Movement

&1…8
&1…8

Tack Annie R
Tack Annie L

&1…8
&1&2
&3&4
&5&6&7
&8

Tack Annie R
B essence L
Sc bc R
Flap R L R
Ball change left to SL

&1-32

Repeat above 32 cts starting L

*Shading should be a focus of the exercise. Students should be instructed to remain on
the balls of their feel at all times except for the ball changes to the side. This practice will
help highlight the range of volumes that the dancers are capable of producing. With that
being said, the ball changes should not be jarring or violent. Students must learn to
control the loud sounds just as well as the soft sounds.
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SOFT SHOE
ACROSS THE FLOOR 1
Music: “Motel”
Artist: Gerry Mulligan Quartet
Album: Ultimate Jazz Collections (Volume 53)
Begin facing SR
Counts

Movement

1 &a2
&3&4 &5&6
&7&8

St R to sd, bom L
F Irish L R
4 ct riff L

Repeat traveling forward to SR across the floor
*This exercise combines new and old vocabulary to challenge students with a pattern that
does not contain much repetition. This somewhat intricate footwork will help prepare the
students for the next level. Additionally, this pattern again helps students practice
constant weight shifting.
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SOFT SHOE
ACROSS THE FLOOR 2
Music: “I’m Gonna Sit Right Down (and Write Myself a Letter)”
Artist: Frank Sinatra
Album: Swing Easy!
Begin facing DS
Counts

Movement

a12a34
a56a78
a12 3&4
&5&6
&7(8)

Fl hl t R
Fl hl t R
Fl hl R to side, 3 ct riff L
B essences L
Sp dig R tog

Repeat traveling sideways to SR across the floor
*Similar to the toe heel turn exercise from Broadway tap dance, this exercise requires
dancers to develop control of their turning steps. The students will repeatedly need to
stop and start their momentum as they execute this combination. The first flap of each
turn must be watched carefully. If students do not turn all the way around, the first step of
the next turn will morph into a spank step instead of a flap. Students should be reminded
to turn before putting their heels down. The freedom of rotation on the balls of the feet
and keeping the second shoulder from trailing behind the rest of the body will facilitate
success for the dancers.
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SOFT SHOE
ACROSS THE FLOOR 3
Music: “Medley: Give Me That Old Soft Shoe / Back in the Old Routine”
Artist: Dennis Hayward’s Organisation
Album: Happy Dancing Vol. 3
Begin facing SL
Counts

Movement

&a1&a2
&a3&a4
&a5&a6
&a7&a8
&a1- 8

Cincy R
Cincy L
Cincy R
Db L R
Repeat above 8 cts starting L

Repeat traveling B to SR across the floor
*The main purpose of this exercise to develop muscle memory for the new vocabulary,
Cincinnati. The added challenge is that this combination does not begin with the right
foot every time. After executing the combination once starting with the right foot, they
will immediately begin with the left foot. For this reason, the pattern has been kept very
simple. Students should be reminded to separate each sound by articulating cleanly
through the feet.
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SOFT SHOE
ACROSS THE FLOOR 4
Music: “Basin Street Blues”
Artist: Leroy Jones
Album: Soft Shoe
Begin facing SL
Counts

Movement

&a1…4
&a5&a6…8
&a1…4
&5&6&7&8

Db R L R L
Cincy R L
Db R L R L
B Irish R L

Repeat traveling backwards to SR across the floor
*The purpose of this exercise is to combine more steps that travel backwards. Students
should begin to feel more comfortable moving in this direction. Students will also
practice clear articulation of the feet and new soft shoe vocabulary.
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SOFT SHOE
CENTER COMBINATION
Music: “Wrap Your Troubles In Dreams (and Dream Your Troubles Away)”
Artist: Frank Sinatra
Album: Swing Easy!
Hold 16 ct introduction
Counts

Movement

&1&2&3
&4&5
&6&7&8
&1-8

Fl R sh bc L
Sh L hop R st L
Fl R L R
Repeat above 8 cts starting L

1 &2&3
&4&5
&6&7
8
1 2(3) 4
5-8

Stamp R to SR, sh bc L to sd
Sh L to sd 2x’s
Bc L travelling to SR 2x’s
St L to DSR
St R to DSR, brush L to DSR, st LXFR
T with bent knees to unwind and face DS

&a12 &a34
&5&6 &7&8
&1&2 &3&4
&5&6 &7&8

4 ct riff R L
B essence R L
Fr Irish R L
Sh x unx R, sh R to sd 2x’s

12
3&a4
&5&6 &7&8
1 &a2
&a3&a4 &a5&a6
&7

St R tog, chug L to SL AST stretch R leg to sd
Cr R
Sh x unx R, sh R to sd 2x’s
St R B, db L
Cincy R L
Bc R

8&…7&
8&…7&

Travelling time st R
Travelling time st L

8&…7&
8&1&2&3

Travelling time st R
Sh st L sh bc R
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&4&5
&6&7 &8

Sh R hop L st R
Fl L R, bc L to sd

&1…8
&1&2&3&4
&56 &78

Tack Annie L
Paddle t R
Sp tip RXBL st R to SR, sp tip LXBR st L to SL

12
&34
&56&78
&12 &34
&56 &7&8

Jump to parallel 2nd pos on balls of feet, hl dr R L AST
Sp tip RXBL hl dr L
Fl hl t R
Slap R to sd hl dr L, slap R fwd hl dr L
Slap R to sd hl dr L, B essence R

*Once students have mastered the steps, all of which were in earlier exercises, they
should focus on using their upper bodies throughout this choreography. The energy from
the torso should be projected outwards, and the movements of the arms should be
minimalistic. Dancers should compliment the footwork with their arms rather than
attempt to look flashy. As they become comfortable, students can start to choose steps to
accent to practice shading. This combination also contains moderately intricate rhythms
to challenge the musicality of the students.
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Rhythm Tap Dance
Students: This class is designed for students who have reached an advanced-intermediate
level. These students are ready to begin working on more advanced steps. At this level,
musicality should be well understood as the students begin to incorporate more dynamics
into their dancing with a focus on syncopation, accents, and shading (volume). This style
was selected for this level because of its challenging nature.

Goal: Develop awareness and knowledge of rhythm tap dance and learn its vocabulary of
steps. Dancers will integrate more complex patterns and increase rhythmical accuracy.

Learning Objectives: Students should gain an understanding of musical notes’
relationship to rhythm in tap dance and know what type of note equates to each rhythm.
Coordination of turning steps should progress, and dancers will learn turns that involve
more complex footwork. As the students develop strength with intricate footwork, they
will also improve their ability to execute steps on one leg and continue progressing clean
articulation in everything.
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Vocabulary:
Closed third

Double pickups

Paddle and roll

Riffle

Crawl

Flam

Paradiddle

Shuffle graboff

Cramproll turn

Heel/toe clicks

Rhythm turn

Drills:
Closed third
Cramproll turn
Shuffle graboff
Double pickup
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RHYTHM TAP DANCE
WARM-UP
Music: “King Porter Stomp”
Artist: BBC Big Band Orchestra
Album: Big Band Playlist of the 40’s
Hold 16 ct introduction
Counts

Movement

12345678
1-8

Alt hl dr RLRL…
Repeat above 8 cts

1&2&…8&
1-8&

Alt hl dr RLRL…
Repeat above 8 cts

1e&a…8e&a

Alt hl dr RLRL…

1-32

Repeat first 32 cts with alt toe dr

1&2&3&4&5&6&
7&8&
1-8&

Toe alt hl R L R L
Toe hl R L
Repeat above 8 cts

1&…8&
1e&a…8e&a

Toe hl RLRL…
Toe hl RLRL…

1&…8&
1-8&

Heel tap RLRL…
Repeat above 8 cts

1e&a…8e&a
1-8e&a

Heel tap RLRL…
Repeat above 8 cts

1&2&…8&
1-8&

Para R L R L
Repeat above 8 cts

1e&a…8e&a
1-8e&a

Para RLRL…
Repeat about 8 cts
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1&…7&
8&
1-8&

Flam R hl dr L 7x’s
Toe hl R
Repeat above 8 cts starting L

1-16

Repeat above 16 cts

1&a…8&a
1-8&a

Rolling sh RLRL…
Repeat above 8 cts

1e&a…8e&a
1-8e&a

Rolling sh tip RLRL…
Repeat above 8 cts

*The purpose of this warm-up is to strengthen the muscles in the feet and ankles and push
the students to build speed. Syncopation is also included for students to practice varying
rhythms. Once the students are fairly comfortable with this movement, a discussion
should be held about how tap dancers divide the beat (add in sounds between downbeats)
and the different types of musical notes that are used (quarter, eighth, sixteenth, etc.).
This information will help students gain a better understanding of rhythm and be used
throughout class.
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RHYTHM TAP DANCE
SHUFFLE EXERCISE
Music: “Chattanooga Choo Choo”
Artist: Glenn Miller Orchestra
Album: In the Digital Mood (Limited Gold Edition)
Hold introduction
Counts

Movement

a1…a8
a12 a34 a56 a78

Sh R to F 8x’s
Sh R to F hl dr L, sh R to F toe dr L 2x’s

a1-16

Repeat above 16 cts to sd

a1-16

Repeat first 16 cts to B

a1-8
a12 a34
a56 a78

Sh R to sd 8x’s
Sh R to sd hl dr L, sh R to sd toe dr L
Sh R to sd hl dr L, sh R to sd st

a1-64

Repeat above 64 cts starting L

a1-64

Repeat first 64 cts with sc

a1-64

Repeat sc starting L

&a1(2)…&a7(8)
&a1-(8)

Riffle R to F 4x’s
Repeat above 8 cts

&a1-16

Repeat above 16 cts to sd

&a1-16

Repeat above 16 cts to B

&a1(2)…&a7(8)
&a1…&a7(8)

Riffle R to sd 4x’s
Riffle R to sd 4x’s, st R

&a1-64

Repeat above 64 cts starting L
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*The purpose of this exercise is to practice balance and develop strength for doing heel
and toe work while standing on one leg. Dancers should be reminded to keep the
supporting knee bent to facilitate the movement. If dancers are struggling, they can
practice simply standing on one leg and rocking back and forth executing toe drops and
heel drops, so that they may become more comfortable with this action and shift of
weight. This exercise also allows dancers to practice riffles at a moderate tempo to build
muscle memory with this new vocabulary.
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RHYTHM TAP DANCE
PARADIDDLE/PADDLE AND ROLL EXERICSE
Music: “Pennsylvania 6-5000”
Artist: BBC Big Band Orchestra
Album: Big Band Playlist of the 40’s
Counts

Movement

1e&a…3e&a
4& 5
e&a6e&a7e&a8
1-8

Para R L R
Stamp L hl click, hl dr R L AST
Crawl hl L R toe L R 3x’s
Repeat above 8 cts starting L

& 1e&a-3e&a 4
&5
e&a6e&a7e&a8
&1-8

Hl dr R, paddle and roll L R L, hl dr R
Toe click, toe dr R L AST
Crawl hl L R toe L R 3x’s
Repeat above 8 cts starting L

*This exercise is designed to practice intricate heel and toe work. A discussion should be
held regarding the difference in what step is on the downbeat for paradiddle and paddle
and roll. Practicing these steps together helps the students develop a better understanding
of musicality. This exercise also allows dancers to practice heel clicks and toe clicks,
which develops advanced coordination.
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RHYTHM TAP DANCE
ACROSS THE FLOOR 1
Music: “It's Only a Paper Moon”
Artist: Benny Goodman and His Orchestra
Album: 16 Most Requested Songs: The 1940's, Vol. 2
Begin facing SR
Counts

Movement

a1&2a3&4
a5&6&7&8
1&23&4
&5e&6
78

Fl alt hl R L
Fl alt hl R, hl dr L R L R
Closed third L R
Sh graboff L tip R
Bc R

Repeat traveling forward to SR across the floor
*The purpose of this exercise is to practice clean articulation of the feet and shuffle
graboffs. Dancers should be reminded “punch out” or execute crisp, clear, and loud heel
drops, as well as separate all three sounds in the closed thirds.
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RHYTHM TAP DANCE
ACROSS THE FLOOR 2
Music: “Take the “A” Train”
Artist: BBC Big Band Orchestra
Album: 20 Best of Big Bands
Begin facing SR
Counts

Movement

&1&2&3&4
5678
1&2&3
4&5&6
78

4 ct riff L R
St L scuff bc R to fDS
Mf t R
Stamp R to SR cr t R (toe L toe R hl R hl L)
Toe hl R to fSR

Repeat travelling forward and sideways to SR across the floor
*The main purpose of this exercise is to practice the two turning steps in sequence.
Students should begin to feel more natural turning and coordinate the arms and spot with
the turns. This pattern also allows the students to practice direction change. The dancers
should be reminded to be very clear about which direction they are facing at all times;
otherwise, if students skew their pathways, they will run into one another.
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RHYTHM TAP DANCE
CENTER COMBINATION
Music: “Hit Me With a Hot Note”
Artist: Tami Tappan Damiano
Album: Hot Notes
Hold 16 ct introduction
Counts

Movement

12
3&4&
5&6
&a7
&8 &

St R L
Scuff R hl dr L hl tap R
Sp bc LXBR
St L to SL sp st R tog
Dive L st R tog, dive L

1&2&
3e&a
4
5&6&
7&a8

Toe hl R L to fUS
Hl dr R L R L
St R to sg t L
Toe hl L R
Hl dr L fl hl R

&a1
e&a2
e&a3
e&a4
&(5)
&6&
(7)&(8)&

Fl hl L
4 ct riff R
Changeover cr L
Dbl pu R
St R to t L to fDS
Toe hl L stamp R
Stamp chug L

1&2&
3&4&
5&6&
7e&a8

Stamp chug chug R tip L
St hl dr toe dr hl dr L (crawl to SL)
Toe tap R 4x’s
Stomp R reverse cr R

(1)&a2&3
45
&a6&7
8

Hl dig sp toe hl dr toe dr R (crawl to SR)
Toe dr R 2x’s
Hl dig sp toe hl dr toe dr L (crawl to SL)
Toe dr L
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1
&2&
3&4
5
&6
&7&8

Toe dr L
Toe dr hl dr toe dr L (crawl tog)
Hl dr L R toe dr R (crawl to SR)
Toe dr R
Hl dr toe dr R (crawl tog)
Crawl L

(1)&2
&a3
&4&
5(6)7
&a8&

Chug R 2x’s
Sh L hl dr R
Sh L hl dr R
St L AST slide R foot around to F st R fwd
Tip L hl dr R tip L hl dr R

1 e&a2
e&a3
&a4
&5
e&a6
e&a7
8

St L to sd, sp st hl dr R hl dr L
Sp st hl dr R hl dr L
Scuff R hl dr L st R
Hl dr R stamp L
Dbl pu R
Dbl fl R
Hl dr R L AST

*This center combination challenges the students with fast intricate footwork. The
contrast of rolling rhythms with syncopated rhythms helps the dancers develop a better
understanding of rhythm. Students should be reminded to be diligent in having clear
articulation of the feet throughout the combination. The students should also be
challenged to make their own artistic choices with upper body movement.
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Contemporary Tap Dance
The unique characteristics of contemporary tap dance are best reflected in
choreographic works. There is no new or specific vocabulary for this style; instead, it
utilizes the vocabulary from the other styles of tap dance and genres of dance. The
movement of the upper body resembles contemporary jazz or modern dance. In earlier
tap dance styles, the upper body movement did enhance the performance and compliment
the footwork, but the actions were very minimalistic. Contemporary tap dancers are much
more dynamic with the upper body. At times, this upper body movement is
indistinguishable from contemporary jazz or modern dance. Set to contemporary music,
the rhythmical structure of the footwork can vary widely depending on the teacher or
choreographer’s personal aesthetic. Additionally, tap dance is relatively new to the
concert dance stage. Contemporary tap dance works are enhanced by well-developed
spatial and lighting design. At times these choreographic elements are still used simply to
entertain, but it is also now common for contemporary tap dance works to portray an
emotion or carry a narrative.
Recognizing these unique elements of contemporary tap dance, I chose to
choreograph my own piece for my study. In the fall of 2015, I created a contemporary tap
dance duet titled Wedding Taps. This piece is set to the Piano Guys “Rockelbel’s Canon,”
an upbeat acoustic recreation of the classic work and popular wedding march
“Pachelbel’s Canon” that layers additional melodies with the famous tune. My cast
consisted of one female and one male dancer who played the roles of bride and groom.
The “bride” was costumed in a white semi-formal knee length dress and high-heeled tap
shoes and wore her hair down with a small portion pulled away from her face. The
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“groom” wore black jazz tap shoes, dress pants, a long-sleeved button down shirt, vest,
and tie.
The setting for this piece was centered around the ceremony. When the music
begins, the male dancer enters from downstage left acting out the moment of the final
check in the mirror before entering for the ceremony and then does a tap dance pattern
that carries him to the downstage right corner where he stops and brushes himself off one
last time. The female dancer then enters from the upstage left corner with a pattern of
steps that mimics a wedding march to travel on the diagonal and finish beside the male
dancer. Once the two begin dancing together, they move around the entire stage and
periodically move away from each other and back together again. In one section of
choreography, they each take turns dancing. First the female dancer performs eight
counts, and then the male dancer imitates the rhythm, going back and forth as if they are
reciting their wedding vows. At the end of the piece, they briefly dance in each other’s
arms before retracing the diagonal path on which the female dancer entered, emulating
the recessional at the end of the ceremony. After finishing the last tap dance pattern, the
bride jumps into the grooms arms, and he carries her offstage.
This piece was performed in two concerts on Western Kentucky University’s
campus. The first was in the informal student choreography production Last Chance to
Dance in Van Meter Hall in November 2015. From this performance, this piece was
selected to perform in the formal student and alumni choreography concert Dance
Project, which took place in the Gordon Wilson Hall Lab Theatre in February 2016.
These two stages were vastly different in size, but the piece was easily adapted to fit
each. In the lab theatre, the male dancer was able to enter through the door that the
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audience had entered, which suited the dance nicely. The vocabulary of tap dance steps
were mostly comprised of rhythm tap dance but included steps from the other styles as
well. I allowed the dancers to make their own artistic choices with their upper body
movement and emphasized the need to look at each other while they danced. The male
dancer portrayed his role as a goofy and excited groom, while the female dancer
portrayed a more reserved bride who seemed slightly nervous at the beginning but
glowed with happiness by the end of the piece. These two characters complimented each
other perfectly on stage, and with its simple setting and layered sounds, the piece was
well received by all audiences.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

Tap dance is an American art from that resulted from the amalgamation of
cultures as Europeans settled the New World and brought slaves from Africa. Various
European cultures had traditions of percussive dance, such as the Irish jig and English
clog. Meanwhile, African dance involved rituals praising their gods that emphasized the
connection to the earth. This along with the heave drumbeats that accompanied their
dancing resulted in very grounded movement that utilized bent knees, a relaxed torso,
polyrhythms, and stomping and shuffling steps. Historically, dance helps people feel
connected to their own cultures and homes, so it was commonplace to see a variety of
dances on the newly colonized North American continent. African slaves began to imitate
their white owners and vice versa. Overtime and as the movement was theatricalized, this
resulted in what we know today as tap dance.
The development of tap dance has continued to reflect American culture for over
a century. Therefore, tap dance’s rich history is American history, and American history
is the history of the development of tap dance. This art form’s vital connection to the past
boasts a significance that must not be overlooked or lost over time. American historians
must preserve this meaningful past, and tap dance artists today need to document the
evolution of this art form in order to avoid losing sight of its worth and impact on the
world.
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Since I did not learn any of the cultural or historical contexts of tap dance in my
first fifteen years of training, I developed this capstone experience project to devise a
plan to expose young students to this knowledge. Text and video resources compiled with
personal experience at multiple national tap dance festivals were analyzed from a
pedagogical perspective. This study resulted in the creation of my own tap dance
curriculum for students starting at seven years old to progressively improve their tap
dance technique as well as enhance their knowledge of the history and selected different
styles of tap dance. Military, Broadway, Soft Shoe, Rhythm, and Contemporary tap dance
were chosen since each one represents a different era of tap dance and contains
appropriate vocabulary and skill sets for the targeted skill levels.
This project is a small step forward in the progress of recording tap dance’s
history. As time goes on, the tap dance community loses more and more valuable artists
and educators that hold knowledge that has yet to be documented. The sudden passing of
Professor Robert L. Reed in only two years of attending his festival exemplifies this
desperate need to catalog this important art form’s past, and time is quickly expiring.
Now is the moment for this generation’s tap dance artists to ensure that future generations
of tap dancers will not lose sight of the incredible events that created this art form or the
magnitude of importance to always respect the dance.
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APPENDIX A
Dictionary of Terms
Please note: This is not a complete dictionary of tap dance terminology. Many of these
steps have other names and/or can be executed in a variety of ways. The purpose of this
dictionary is to describe the steps used in this curriculum as they appear in the notations
in the way they are intended to be performed.
Ball change
A shift of weight- step on one foot and then the other
(Usually, step backward, step forward; however, can be done in any direction)
Bell
To strike the heels together in the air
Kick R to SR, jump and click heels together in the air, land L
Bombershay
Spank step together L, step side R
(Travels sideways)
Broadway
Flap alternating heels R to SR, spank L, heel drop R, tip L, heel drop R
Brush
To strike the ball of the foot forward in a swinging motion
Buffalo
Begin with R foot flexed in front of L ankle with toes pointing R, leap side onto R,
shuffle L, leap onto L AST return R foot to beginning position
Chug
To slide on standing foot while maintaining contact with the floor and drop the heel to
stop
(May be done in any direction and on one or two feet)
Cincinnati
Spank R, heel drop L, shuffle R, heel drop L, step back R
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Click
To strike the feet together
(May be done in a variety of ways and combinations i.e. toe to heel)
Heel
To strike the heels against each other
Toe
To strike the toes against each other
Closed third
Brush, heel dig, toe drop
Cramproll
Step R, step L, heel drop R, heel drop L
Changeover
Step R, step L, heel drop L, heel drop R
Reverse
Hl dig R, hl dig L, toe drop R, toe drop L
Turn
Complete one turn while executing a changeover cramproll
Crawl
Heel drop L, heel drop R, toe drop L, toe drop R
Travelling to the R
Dig
To jab the ball of the foot into the floor next to the supporting foot with no transfer of
weight
Dive
To jump from two feet to on foot with the torso leaning in the direction of travel AST
extending opposite leg to the back
Drawback
Spank R, heel drop L, step backward R
(Travels backwards)
Essence
Front
Step R to SR, brush step LXFR, step back R
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Back
Spank step RXBL, step L to SL (uncross), step R
Flam
To strike the inner edge of the shoe making two sounds, first the toes then the heel,
leaving the foot on the floor
Flap
Brush, step with transfer of weight
Flap heel
Brush step heel drop R
Flap alternating heels
Flap R, heel drop L, heel drop R (may be done in any direction)
Back flap
Spank, step
Double flap
Jump into the air, execute two flaps in rapid succession to land the jump
Right- flap R L
Left- flap L R
Running flaps
Flaps executed quickly by springing between feet
Flap heel turn
Flap heel R to SR to face upstage AST turning over R shoulder, flap heel L to SR to face
downstage AST turning over R shoulder
Heel dig
To strike the back edge of the heel into the floor with a flexed foot
(Can be done with or without transfer of weight)
Heel drop
To lift the heel and drop it into the floor
Heel stand
Heel dig R with transfer of weight, heel dig L leaving both feet flexed to stand on heels
(May also be done with one foot with transfer of weight)
Heel tap
Heel dig, toe drop
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Hop
To jump and land on the same foot
(May be done on the ball of the foot or flat-footed)
Irish
Front
Shuffle R, hop L, step RXFL
Back
Shuffle R, hop L, step RXBL
Leap
To jump and land on the opposite foot
(May be done on the ball of the foot or flat-footed)
Maxie ford
Leap onto R, shuffle L, leap onto L, tip RXBL
Nerve tap
Rapidly repeated toe taps executed by only using the ankle muscles
Paddle and roll
Heel drop R, heel dig spank step L
Paddle turn
Complete one turn while executing the following steps: spank, ball change, spank, ball
change, ball change
Right- all steps with the R foot and turning over the R shoulder
Left- all steps with the L foot and turning over the L shoulder
Paradiddle
Dig, spank, toe heel
Pickup
Double
Jump, toe tap R, toe tap L, land R, land L
Pivot turn
After stepping forward, complete one half turn and shift the weight to the opposite foot
Left- turns over left shoulder
Right- turns over right shoulder
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Riff
3 count riff
Brush scuff R, heel drop L
4 count riff
Brush scuff R, heel drop L, step R
Riffle
Brush, scuff, spank
Rolling shuffles
Leap shuffle repeated in succession
Scuff
To strike the heel forward in a swinging motion
Scuffle
Scuff, spank
Shuffle
Brush, spank
Cross/uncross
Brush R fwd spank RXFL, brush R fwd spank R (return to neutral)
Graboff
Shuffle R, spank L to leap onto R
Slap
Brush, toe tap leaving the toe on the floor (no change of weight)
Spank
To strike the ball of the foot backward in a swinging motion
Stamp
To step flat-footed and transfer weight
Step
To step onto the ball of the foot and transfer weight
Stomp
To strike the entire bottom of the foot on the floor with no transfer of weight
Sugarfoot
Step R with heel inward, twist R heel outward, step L with heel inward
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Suzy Q
Stamp LXFR with toes fSR, step R to SR AST twist on L heel so toes fSL
Tack Annie
&1 2 Spank dig R together, step R to SR
&3 4 Spank dig L together, step L to SL
&5 6 Spank dig R together, step R to SR
&7
Spank dig L together
&8
Ball change left to SL
Three-step turn
Step R to SR, step L to SR to face upstage AST turning over R shoulder, step R to SR to
face downstage AST turning over R shoulder
Time step
A step that keeps time
Single time step
8&
stomp spank R
1
hop L
2
step R
3
step L
&
step R
Double time step
8&
stomp spank R
1
hop L
&2
flap R
&3
flap L
&
step R
Military time step
&8
shuffle R
&
hop L
1
step R
2
step L
3
step R
Travelling time step
8&
shuffle R
1
step R
&2
shuffle L
&3
ball change L to SR
&4
ball change L to SR
5
hop R
&a6 shuffle step L
&7
shuffle R
&
step R
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Tip
To strike the front edge of the toe on the floor
Toe drop
To lift the ball of the foot and drop it on the floor
Toe heel
Step, heel drop
Toe heel heel
Step, heel drop 2x’s
Toe heel turn
Toe heel R to SR to face upstage AST turning over R shoulder, toe heel L to SR
to face downstage AST turning over R shoulder
Toe tap
To strike the ball of the foot on the floor
Trench
Begin standing on R leg with L leg extended back with a straight knee, slide back on the
outside of R foot, replace R foot with L foot
(Torso is pitched forward and arms swing forward in opposition)
Waltz clog
1
leap onto R
&2
shuffle L
&3
bc L
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APPENDIX B

Notation Abbreviations

alt- alternating

f- face (direction)

AST- at the same time

F- front

B- back

fl- flap

bc- ball change

ft- feet

bom- bombershay

fwd- forward

Bway- Broadway

hl- heel

bwd- backward

L- left

ch- chug

LXBR- L cross behind R

Cincy- Cincinnati

LXFR- L cross front of R

cr- cramproll

mf- maxie ford

ct/s- count/s

OH- overhead

db- drawback

opp.- opposite

dbl- double

para- paradiddle

D- down

piv t- pivot turn

diag- diagonal

pos- position

dr- drop

pu- pickup

DS- downstage

R- right
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rfl- riffle

sp- spank

RXBL- R cross behind L

SR- stage right

RXFL- R cross front of L

st- step

sc- scuffle

t.- turn

sd- side

tog- together

sg- single

twd- toward

sh- shuffle

unx- uncross

shld- shoulder

US- upstage

sh unx- shuffle uncross

x- times

sh x- shuffle cross

X- cross

SL- stage left

( )- hold
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APPENDIX C

Suggested Videos

Military Tap Dance
Follow the Fleet (1936)
Anchors Aweigh (1944)

Broadway Tap Dance
42nd Street (1933)
The Barkleys of Broadway (1949)
Singin’ in the Rain (1952)
Thoroughly Modern Millie (1967)

Soft Shoe
“Baby, I’m Nuts About You” from Born to Dance (1936)
Broadway Melody of 1938 (1938)
“The Sand Dance” from Stormy Weather (1943)

Rhythm Tap Dance
Varsity Show (1937)
The Cotton Club (1984)
Tap (1989)

Contemporary Tap Dance
Tapestry (1980)
www.syncopatedladies.com
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